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TWISTED PARAMETRIZED STABLE HOMOTOPY THEORY
CHRISTOPHER L. DOUGLAS
Abstrat. We introdue a framework, twisted parametrized stable homotopy theory,
for desribing semi-innite homotopy types. A twisted parametrized spetrum is a se-
tion of a bundle whose bre is the ategory of spetra. We dene these bundles in terms
of modules over a stak of parametrized spetra and in terms of diagrams of simpliial
ategories. We present a lassiation of bundles of ategories of spetra and of the
assoiated twisted parametrized spetra. Though twisted parametrized spetra do not
have global homotopy types and therefore do not have generalized homology invariants
in the usual sense, they do admit generalized-homology-type invariants for ertain om-
mutative ring spetra. We desribe this invariant theory and in partiular note that
under mild hypotheses, a twisted parametrized spetrum will have ylially graded
homology invariants and will also have K-theory and omplex bordism invariants, as
expeted for a Floer or semi-innite homotopy type. We disuss the assoiation of
a twist of parametrized homotopy theory to a polarized innite-dimensional manifold
and present a onjetural, expliit realization of this twist in terms of parametrized
semi-innitely indexed spetra.
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1. Introdution
1.1. Bakground and Motivation. Despite its widespread use and ompelling appli-
ation to problems in sympleti topology and gauge theory, Floer homology remains
rather a mystery. The very existene of the Floer homology of an innite-dimensional
manifold depends on deliate and haphazard properties of the manifold and of the ow
assoiated to a Floer funtion; moreover, it is ompletely unknown how the Floer ho-
mology depends on the hoie of Floer funtion. Confronted with this situation, Cohen,
Jones, and Segal [2℄ asked whether it would be possible to build a Floer homotopy type
enoding the relevant data from the manifold and the funtion in suh a way that a
homology funtor would reover Floer homology. Besides eluidating the struture of
Floer theory and larifying its dependene on the Floer funtion, suh a Floer homo-
topy type would immediately provide other invariants suh as Floer K-theory and Floer
bordism. Cohen, Jones, and Segal suggested that prospetra might enode some of the
Floer data; though this thought proved useful, in retrospet it is lear that prospetra
an only aount for the Floer homotopy types of trivially polarized manifoldsthis
restrition on the polarization partially aounts for the diulty Cohen, Jones, and
Segal had nding examples of Floer prospetra.
The purpose of this paper is not to answer the Floer homotopy question, but to in-
trodue a framework, namely twisted parametrized stable homotopy theory, that is a
neessarily omponent of any desription of Floer or semi-innite homotopy. That some
twisted form of homotopy theory was needed to aount for nontrivial polarizations was
rst realized by Furuta [12℄, and it will turn out that the twisted spae he wrote down
(as a onjetural model for the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homotopy type of T 3) is a very
speialized example of our twisted parametrized spetra. A twisted parametrized spe-
trum is a setion of a bundle whose bre is the ategory of spetra, and as suh it has
the same relationship to an ordinary parametrized spetrum as a setion of a line bundle
has to a funtion. A polarized innite-dimensional manifold has a naturally assoiated
bundle of ategories of spetra, and the fundamental ansatz is that geometri informa-
tion about suh a manifold (its semi-innite homotopy type, for example) involves this
bundle and its setions. In this paper, we present the theory of twisted parametrized
spetra, inluding various denitions, haraterizations, and lassiations of them, a
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thorough desription of their homotopy-theoreti invariants, and an overview of their
relationship to innite-dimensional polarized manifolds. The spei assoiation of a
twisted parametrized homotopy type to a manifold with Floer funtion is the subjet of
ongoing work with Mike Hopkins and Ciprian Manolesu [3, 4℄.
Appliations to semi-innite homotopy theory aside, twisted parametrized spetra
provide a natural and informative generalization of ordinary parametrized spetra. As
the study of modular funtions begs for a theory of modular forms, so the study of
parametrized spetra is intrinsially aompanied by a theory of twisted parametrized
spetra. Besides expanding the range of homotopy types that an be desribed in
parametrized topology, the twisted theory provides new and rened perspetives on suh
lassial topis as Thom spetra on loop spaes and parametrized homotopy and oho-
motopy invariants. Indeed, many of the natural algebrai invariants arising in twisted
parametrized homotopy theory are novel even when applied to ordinary parametrized
spetra.
I would like to thank espeially Mike Hopkins for insightful and inspiring questions
and indispensable pointers, Bill Dwyer for fruitful suggestions and enouraging words,
and Jaob Lurie for tehnial help and muh headahe-saving advie.
1.2. Overview. A twisted parametrized spetrum is a setion of a bundle whose bre
is the ategory of spetra. There are two natural (and in the end equivalent) denitions
of suh bundles; the rst denition is based on the notion of invertible sheaves of at-
egories of spetra and the seond denition formalizes the onept of loal systems of
ategories of spetra. These two approahes to twisted parametrized homotopy theory
are developed, respetively, in setions 2 and 3.
An invertible sheaf on an algebrai variety X over a ring R is a rank-one loally free
module over the struture sheaf ofR-valued funtions onX . The basi trope of this paper
is to replae the ring R by the ategory Sp of spetra. A Sp-valued funtion is naturally
interpreted as a parametrized spetrum, and an invertible sheaf of ategories of spetra
is therefore a rank-one loally free module over the struture stak of parametrized
spetra on X . This struture stak of parametrized spetra is desribed in setion 2.1
and modules over the struture stak are disussed in setion 2.2. Invertible sheaves of
ategories of spetra are referred to as haunts. Setion 2.2.1 presents various examples
of haunts and motivates the fundamental lassiation result: haunts on a spae X are
lassied by homotopy lasses of maps from X to a deloop B Pic(S0) of the realization
of the Piard ategory of the sphere spetrum.
The global setions of a haunt are the twisted parametrized spetra or speters for short.
Setion 2.2.2 presents numerous examples of speters, inluding a thorough homotopy-
theoreti desription of the speters on low-dimensional spheres, and outlines the gen-
eral lassiation: there is a bundle E Pic(S0)×Pic(S0) Spw over B Pic(S
0) whose bre is
the realization Spw of the weak equivalene subategory of the ategory of spetra, and
speters for a xed haunt are lassied by homotopy lasses of lifts of the lassifying map
X → B Pic(S0) of the haunt to the total spae of the bundle E Pic(S0)×Pic(S0) Spw. The
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invertible sheaves approah to twisted parametrized stable homotopy theory is summa-
rized in table 1.
A loal system is a sheaf L with the property that the ring of setions L(U) over
any suiently small open set U is isomorphi to a xed ring R. By analogy, a loal
system of ategories of spetra is a stak M whose ategory of setions M(U) over
any small open set U is appropriately equivalent to the ategory Sp of spetra. In
order to desribe the relevant notion of equivalene, we need a ategory of ategories
of spetrasuh a ategory is typially referred to as a `homotopy theory of homotopy
theories'. The ategory of simpliial ategories provides a onvenient framework and is
the subjet of setion 3.1. In setion 3.2 we formally dene loal systems of ategories of
spetra in terms of diagrams of simpliial ategories. It turns out that a loal system of
ategories of spetra is equivalent to an invertible sheaf of ategories of spetra; a haunt
may therefore be freely interpreted as either a loal system or an invertible sheaf. The
bulk of setion 3.2.1 is devoted to establishing, in the ontext of diagrams of simpliial
ategories, the lassiation of haunts announed in setion 2.2.1. Correspondingly,
setion 3.2.2 proves a ategorial lassiation result for speters whih has as a orollary
the lassiation disussed in setion 2.2.2. The loal systems approah to twisted
parametrized stable homotopy theory is summarized in table 2.
Building on the lassiation results of setion 3.2, setion 3.3 relates haunts and
speters to more traditional homotopy-theoreti onepts. We desribe in setion 3.3.1
the homotopy type of the Piard ategory of the sphere spetrum and thereby identify
the lassifying spae for haunts as a deloop of the lassifying spae for stable spherial
brations. In setion 3.3.2 we use this identiation to reharaterize haunts in terms
of A∞ ring spetra arising as Thom spetra on loop spaes; we desribe the assoiated
ategories of speters as module ategories for the ring Thom spetra.
With the basi theory in plae, we devote setion 4 to a desription of the invariants of
speters. Unlike ordinary parametrized spetra, speters do not have global homotopy
or ohomotopy types. Nevertheless, given a ommutative ring spetrum R there is a
parametrized generalized homology funtor that assoiates to a speter a orrespond-
ing "R-speter"this assoiation is desribed in setion 4.1. For appropriate hoies
of the ring spetrum R, the R-speter will have a global homotopy type and we an
therefore dene the R-homology groups of the original speter. Setion 4.2 presents
various examples of these speter invariants and desribes a spetral sequene for their
omputation.
The nal setion of the paper onnets twisted parametrized homotopy theory to the
geometry of polarized Hilbert manifolds. In setion 5.1.1 we delineate the relevant no-
tions of polarization, namely real and omplex polarizations of real and omplex Hilbert
spaes, and we desribe the homotopy types of the orresponding struture groups and
lassifying spaes. The lassifying spae for real polarizations of a real Hilbert spae
maps to the lassifying spae for ategories of spetra. A real polarized Hilbert bundle
therefore has an assoiated haunt; setion 5.1.2 desribes this assoiation and presents
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examples of naturally ourring polarized manifolds and their haunts. When a real po-
larization of a real Hilbert bundle lifts to a real polarization of a omplex Hilbert bundle,
the orresponding haunt and its speters have a greatly simplied invariant theory. For
example, in setion 5.1.3 we note that the homology of a speter for suh a polarization
is neessarily graded by a nite yli groupthis explains the idea that semi-innite
and Floer homology theories are ylially, not integrally, graded. Moreover we prove
that under mild hypotheses, speters for suh a polarization (and therefore a large lass
of `semi-innite homotopy types') have global HZ-, K-, and MU-homology invariants.
This explains and substantially generalizes the Cohen-Jones-Segal [2℄ observation that
trivially polarized manifolds an admit assoiated Floer homology, K-theory, and om-
plex bordism invariants.
In the onluding setion 5.2 we dene the notion of a spetrum indexed not on the
nite-dimensional subspaes of an innite-dimensional vetor spae but on the innite-
dimensional subspaes of a Hilbert spae that are ompatible with a xed polariza-
tion. Though they are onjeturally equivalent to ordinary spetra, the resulting semi-
innitely indexed spetra are expliitly and naturally linked to the geometry of innite-
dimensional manifolds. In partiular, we expet that the ategory of parametrized semi-
innitely indexed spetra on a polarized Hilbert bundle is a model for the ategory of
speters for the haunt assoiated to the polarized bundle.
2. Invertible Sheaves of Categories of Spetra
Let X be an algebrai variety over a ring R. The struture sheaf OX an be desribed
as the sheaf of R-valued funtions on X . The most fundamental OX -modules are the
invertible or loally free rank-one modules. These modules, whih we will often think
of as line bundles, are lassied by the rst ohomology group of X with oeients in
the sheaf O×X of invertible funtions. Denote by L(c) the line bundle assoiated to the
ohomology lass c ∈ H1(X ;O×X). A global setion of L(c) is determined by a 0-ohain
on X whose oboundary is c, that is by an element f ∈ C0(X ;OX) suh that δf = c.
Twisted parametrized stable homotopy theory is a preise analog of these algebrai
onepts: the ring R is replaed by the ategory Sp of spetra, a "ategorial semi-ring"
under the wedge and smash produts. The set of Sp-valued funtions on a spae X is
naturally interpreted as the ategory of parametrized spetra on X , and the struture
"sheaf" is therefore the struture stak OX of parametrized spetra. There is a notion of
loally free rank-one module over the struture stak of parametrized spetra and we refer
to suh modules, briey, as haunts. Haunts are lassied by the rst ohomology group
of X with oeients in the so-alled Piard stak Pi(S0) of invertible parametrized
spetra. The fundamental objets of twisted parametrized stable homotopy theory are
the global setions of a haunt; these global setions are the twisted parametrized spetra
or speters for short. Thus, a speter has the same relationship to a parametrized
spetrum as a setion of a line bundle has to a funtion. Moreover, a speter for the
haunt L(c) assoiated to a lass c ∈ H1(X ;Pi(S0)) is determined by a 0-ohain with
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oboundary c, that is by an element f ∈ C0(X ;OX) together with an identiation
δf ∼= c.
This fundamental analogy is summarized in table 1 and is explained in detail in the
following setions.
2.1. The Struture Stak of Parametrized Spetra. We begin by desribing the
ategory of parametrized spetra and its assoiated homotopy theory. A spetrum E is,
most naively, a series Ei of based spaes equipped with struture maps ΣEi → Ei+1 from
the suspension of one spae to the next. Similarly, we an desribe a parametrized spe-
trum over X by giving a series Ei of based spaes over X together with struture maps
ΣXEi → Ei+1 from the brewise suspension of one spae to the next. (A based spae
over X is a spae together with a projetion map to X and a setion of this projetion.)
This naive viewpoint is suient for many purposes, inluding taking the homology and
ohomology of a base spae X with oeients in a parametrized spetrum, but it fails to
provide a foundation for a good smash produt on the ategory of parametrized spetra.
As we are interested in onsidering this ategory to be a semi-ring, it is essential that
we have a highly assoiative and ommutative smash produt. We therefore work with
the ategory of orthogonal parametrized spetra. An orthogonal parametrized spetrum
on X is a diagram spetrum in the ategory of based spaes over X , where the diagram
ategory is nite dimensional inner produt spaes and their isometries. See Mandell,
et al. [21℄ for a desription of diagram spetra and May-Sigurdsson [23℄ for an extensive
disussion of orthogonal parametrized spetra. In keeping with our sheaf-theoreti phi-
losophy, will we let OX(U) denote the ategory of (orthogonal) parametrized spetra on
the open set U ⊂ X .
We have seleted a model for parametrized spetra beause we need to ensure that
we have a well behaved smash produt, but we are not of ourse interested in the point-
set-level peuliarities of this partiular model. As suh, we need to keep in mind a
homotopy theory, that is a model struture or at least a notion of weak equivalenes, on
the ategory OX(U) of parametrized spetra; we should onsider a ategory C equivalent
to OX(U) not if there is an equivalene of ategories between them, but if there is a
funtor induing an equivalene of homotopy theories. We will fous on the homotopy
theory on OX(U) assoiated to the stable model struture dened in [23℄. Sue it to say
that the brant objets in the stable model struture are, in partiular, quasi-brations
of spetra over X , and the weak equivalenes between brant objets are maps that
indue weak equivalenes on eah bre. We an think of this as a homotopy theory of
quasi-brations of spetra, rather than of all parametrized spetra; this redution will be
important in our onsideration of loal systems of ategories of spetra in setion 3. As
an aside, we note that there may be other interesting model strutures on parametrized
spetra, for example ones in whih there is a muh larger lass of brant objets; the
formulation of twisted parametrized spetra in setion 2.2 will work for these alternate
model strutures, produing a very dierent and perhaps even more intriguing theory.
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In Algebrai Geometry
In Twisted Parametrized
Stable Homotopy Theory
The basi ring R is an ordinary ring the ategory Sp of spetra
The struture sheaf OX is given by
OX(U) = R-valued
funtions on U
OX(U) = the ategory of
parametrized spetra on U
The set of units in the ring R is
the multipliative group R× the monoidal ategory Pic(S
0)
of invertible S0-modules
The sheaf of units is given by
O×X(U) = R
×
-valued
funtions on U
Pi(S0)(U) = the ategory of
invertible param. spetra on U
A line bundle L is
a sheaf that is an
invertible OX -module
a stak that is a loally free
rank-one OX -module
Line bundles L(c) are lassied by
elements c ∈ H1(X ;O×X) elements c ∈ H
1(X ;Pi(S0))
A global setion of a line bundle is
an ordinary setion a twisted parametrized spetrum
Suh setions are lassied by
elements f ∈ C0(X ;OX)
suh that δf = c
elements f ∈ C0(X ;OX)
together with δf ∼= c
Table 1. The analogy with basi algebrai geometry.
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Remark 2.1. We have xed a notion of homotopy theory on the ategory of parametrized
spetra, namely the one oming from the stable model struture. The onept of an
∞-ategory onveniently enodes the notion of a ategory together with an assoiated
homotopy theory. An ∞-ategory is, roughly speaking, a ategory together with 2-
morphisms, 3-morphisms, and so on, suh that all the n-morphisms are invertible for
n > 1. Though ∞-ategories are as yet little utilized, many familiar strutures, in-
luding simpliial ategories, Segal ategories, Segal spaes, and quasi-ategories, give
models for ∞-ategories; see Lurie [18, 19℄ for a thorough treatment. The pairing of a
ategory and a notion of homotopy theory will be so pervasive that in this setion and in
setion 2.2 we will frequently use "ategory" to mean "∞-ategory" and impliitly take
assoiated notions, suh as equivalene, monoidal struture, module, and so forth, to
refer to their ∞-ategorial analogs. The reader who is bothered by the resulting inex-
pliitness should defer to setion 3 where haunts and speters are reharaterized in more
traditional terms. (Model-theoretially inlined readers may want to take "ategory" to
mean "model ategory" and this will be perfetly suitable by way of understanding, but
we will be utilizing ategories of ategories (read ∞-ategories of ∞-ategories) and the
ategory of model ategories is not known to have a model struture.)
∼∼∼∼∼
The assoiation to an open set U ⊂ X of the ategory OX(U) of parametrized spetra
over U is meant to funtion as a "sheaf of rings" analogous to the struture sheaf of
R-valued funtions on an algebrai variety. First we onsider the ring-like struture on
OX(U) and then proeed to the sheaf- or stak-like properties of OX .
The ategory OX(U) of parametrized spetra is a symmetri bimonoidal ategory
in the sense of Laplaza [16℄; that is, it omes equipped with two symmetri monoidal
funtors (wedge and smash) and natural distributivity isomorphisms satisfying various
oherene relations. In fat, the ategory is better behaved that the average symmetri
bimonoidal ategory beause the wedge produt is the ategorial oprodut; the additive
assoiativity isomorphisms and the distributivity isomorphisms are therefore anonially
dened. Of ourse, there is a rigidiation funtor [11, 5℄ that replaes a symmetri
bimonoidal ategory with an equivalent bipermutative ategory (where the assoiativity
isomorphisms are identity transformations). We will frequently and impliitly use the
bipermutative ategory assoiated to OX(U), partiularly when disussing modules in
the next setion. This symmetri bimonoidal or bipermutative struture makes OX(U),
for all intents and purposes, into a semi-ring.
Philosophially, a stak C is a presheaf of ategories satisfying desent up to equiva-
lene of ategories; (see, for example, Moerdijk's treatment in [24℄). That is, the ategory
C(U) living over a large open set U is determined, up to equivalene, by the ategories
C(V ) living over small open subsets V ⊂ U , in the same way that the value of a sheaf is
determined by its loal behavior. Note that these ategories C(U) need not be groupoids
(as is usually assumed) and that both "presheaf" and "equivalene" an be freely inter-
preted. For example, "presheaf" might mean literal presheaf, presheaf up to oherent
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natural isomorphism, or presheaf up to oherent natural homotopy equivalene; simi-
larly, "equivalene of ategories" might mean ordinary equivalene of ategories, Quillen
equivalene of model ategories, homotopial equivalene of ∞-ategories, or something
analogous. In general, we take presheaf to mean presheaf up to oherent natural isomor-
phism, and equivalene of ategories to mean homotopial equivalene of ∞-ategories.
As the notation suggests, we have restrition funtors i∗ : OX(U)→ OX(V ) assoiated
to inlusions i : V ⊂ U . Beause these restritions of parametrized spetra boil down
to literal restrition funtors in ategories of topologial spaes over the base X , these
funtors give OX the struture of a presheaf of ategories on X . This presheaf OX is
a stak. Though it is a stak in the usual, literal sense that it satises desent up to
equivalene of ategories (as an be heked using the prestak gluing ondition given
in [24, p.11℄), we are only onerned with the fat that it is a stak in the sense that it
satises desent up to homotopial equivalene of ategories.
Summary 2.2. The assoiation OX to an open subset U ⊂ X of the ategory OX(U) of
orthogonal parametrized spetra on U is a stak of symmetri bimonoidal (∞-)ategories.
2.2. Modules over the Struture Stak. We have replaed an ordinary ring R by the
semi-ring ategory Sp of spetra and we are investigating invertible sheaves in this new
ontext. We have introdued our basi "sheaf of rings" OX , namely the struture stak
of parametrized spetra. In this setion, we desribe and lassify loally free rank-one
modules over this struture stakwe refer to these modules, briey, as "haunts"and
we study their ategories of global setions. These global setions are the fundamen-
tal objets of twisted parametrized stable homotopy theory and we all them "twisted
parametrized spetra" or "speters" for short.
2.2.1. Haunts. A module over a stak R of symmetri bimonoidal ategories is a stak
M of symmetri monoidal ategories together with an ationR×M→M appropriately
ompatible (by analogy with a module over a ring) with the monoidal strutures. We
do not spell out this ompatibility; see Dunn [5℄ for an extensive disussion of modules
over semi-ring ategories, Lurie [19℄ for some of the tehnialities involved in semi-ring
∞-ategories and their modules, and remark 2.4 below for an explanation of why we
do not attend to the details of these ompatibility relations. Suh a module M over a
symmetri bimonoidal stak R is loally free of rank one if for all points x ∈ X there
exists an open set U ⊂ X ontaining x and an objet S ∈ M(U) suh that the map
R|U −→M|U determined for V ⊂ U by
R(V ) −→M(V )
A 7→ A · S|V
is an equivalene of symmetri monoidal staks.
Denition 2.3. A haunt on a spae X is a loally free rank-one module over the
struture stak OX of parametrized spetra on X .
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Remark 2.4. Beause the additive monoidal struture in the ategoryOX of parametrized
spetra is given by the ategorial oprodut, most of the ompatibility onditions [5℄ for
OX -modules are automatially satised, provided the monoidal struture on the module
is also the oprodut. Indeed, it is generally suient to treat OX as a multipliative
monoid and study staks with an ation of this monoid. As a point of philosophy,
though, it is important to keep in mind that we are really dealing with modules over
ring staks.
Remark 2.5. We limit our attention to loally free rank-one modules over parametrized
spetra, but we imagine that there may be quite interesting and intriate homotopy-
theoreti information in the struture of higher rank modules.
In doing geometry over an ordinary ring R, we think of invertible sheaves as line
bundles. Suh a line bundle is most easily and expliitly desribed by taking trivial R-
bundles over an open over {Ui} and speifying appropriate gluing data rij : R×Uij →
R × Uij on the two-fold intersetions Uij = Ui ∩ Uj . By analogy, we think of haunts as
bundles whose bre is the ategory Sp of spetra. To speify suh a bundle, we an take
a trivial Sp-bundle over an open over and give gluing data rij : Sp × Uij → Sp × Uij
on the intersetions; more preisely, this gluing data amounts to automorphisms rij :
OX(Uij)→ OX(Uij). Before formalizing this viewpoint, we give two examples.
Example 2.6. Cover the base spae X = S1 by two open semiirles U0 and U1 and
denote by V and W the two omponents of the intersetion U01. Glue OX |U0 and OX |U1
together along V by the identity map on OX(V ) and along W by the map
OX(W )→ OX(W )
T 7→ T ∧W (S
n ×W )
In other words, the monodromy around the irle is the map Sp → Sp given by suspen-
sion by Sn. Shematially the resulting haunt appears as in gure 1. As we will see,
every haunt over S1 is equivalent to this suspension haunt for some integer n.
Figure 1. A bundle over the irle with bre the ategory of spetra
Sp
S1
Sn
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Example 2.7. Now take the base spae X to be S3 with its usual hemispherial over
by two open sets D30 and D
3
1; the intersetion of these open sets is the equatorial band
S2 × (−ǫ, ǫ). Let S2⋊S2 denote the nontrivial S2 bundle over S2. We an dene a haunt
over X by gluing the trivial bundles Sp ×D30 and Sp ×D
3
1 as follows:
OX(S
2 × (−ǫ, ǫ)) −→ OX(S
2 × (−ǫ, ǫ))
T 7→ T ∧S2×(−ǫ,ǫ) ((S
2
⋊S2)× (−ǫ, ǫ))
This gluing produes the only nontrivial haunt over S3.
Line bundles are built by gluing together trivial R-bundles over intersetions. At a
point, this gluing is determined by an R-module automorphism of the ring R, that is
by an element of AutRR. Of ourse, any suh automorphism is multipliation by a unit
of R; in other words, AutRR ∼= R
×
. The gluing data for a line bundle is therefore a
1-oyle with values in R× or more preisely, with values in the sheaf O×X of R
×
-valued
funtions. Up to equivalene, these bundles are lassied by the ohomology group
H1(X ;O×X).
Appropriately interpreted, all these fats remain true when R is replaed by the at-
egory Sp of spetrasee table 1. Any automorphism of Sp as a module over itself is
given by smashing with an invertible spetrum; moreover, there is an equivalene of
ategories AutSp Sp ∼= Sp
×
. Here the objets of Sp× are the invertible spetra and the
morphisms are weak equivalenes of spetra. This ategory is denoted Pic(S0) in the
literature and we will use that notation to refer to both the ategory and its realiza-
tion. The gluing data for a haunt is a 1-oyle with values in the sheaf Pi(S0) of
"Pic(S0)-valued funtions". This "sheaf" is a stak of monoidal ategories; the ategory
Pi(S0)(U) has objets invertible parametrized spetra on U and morphisms weak equiv-
alenes. Naturally enough, haunts are lassied up to equivalene by the ohomology
group H1(X ;Pi(S0)).
The stak Pi(S0) is loally onstant in the sense that for any ontratible U the
ategory Pi(S0)(U) is weakly equivalent to the ategory Pic(S0); as a result, the oho-
mology group H1(X ;Pi(S0)) is isomorphi to the group of homotopy lasses of maps
[X,B Pic(S0)]. This isomorphism is a speial feature of the homotopy-theoreti set-
ting; in the disrete algebrai analog, the groups H1(X ;O×X) and [X,BR
×] are quite
distintthe former lassies line bundles and the latter lassies line bundles with at
onnetion, that is loal systems. Indeed, there is no distintion in parametrized stable
homotopy theory between a line bundle and a loal system, and the loal system per-
spetive will form the framework for our disussion in setion 3. In order to obviate the
unpleasant details of ohomology with oeients in a stak of monoidal ategories, we
emphasize the lassiation of haunts in terms of homotopy lasses of maps:
Proposition 2.8. Haunts on X are lassied up to equivalene by the group of homotopy
lasses of maps from X to B Pic(S0).
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This proposition will be established in detail in setion 3see espeially theorems 3.4
and 3.11.
Any invertible spetrum is weakly equivalent to a sphere of some integer dimension,
so B Pic(S0) has the homotopy type of B(Z × BGL1(S
0)) where GL1(S
0) denotes the
module automorphisms of the sphere spetrum, also known as the group of stable self
equivalenes of the sphere. In partiular, π1(B Pic(S
0)) = Z and π3(B Pic(S
0)) = Z/2,
explaining the lassiations mentioned in examples 2.6 and 2.7. We will disuss the
homotopy groups of B Pic(S0) in more detail in the ontext of speter invariants in
setion 4.
2.2.2. Speters. As previously mentioned, speters generalize parametrized spetra in
the same way that setions of line bundles generalize funtions:
Denition 2.9. A twisted parametrized spetrum or speter on X is a global setion of
a haunt over X . That is, it is an objet S ∈M(X) of the ategory of global setions of
a loally free rank-one module M over the struture stak OX of parametrized spetra
on X .
An ordinary R-valued funtion on X is determined by a 0-oyle with values in the
sheaf OX of R-valued funtions, that is by a 0-ohain f ∈ C
0(X ;OX) suh that the
oboundary vanishes: δf = 0. Suppose c ∈ Z1(X ;O×X) is a 1-oyle dening a line
bundle L(c) with bre R. A setion of L(c) is presented by a 0-ohain f ∈ C0(X ;OX)
obounding the oyle c, whih is to say suh that δf = c. This setion need not
trivialize the line bundle beause it is allowed to take non-invertible values, unlike the
dening oyle for the bundle.
Analogously, a parametrized spetrum on X an be desribed by a 0-oyle with
values in the stak of parametrized spetra. This amounts to giving a 0-ohain f ∈
C0(X ;OX), namely a parametrized spetrum on eah open set of a over, together
with a ompatible system of equivalenes on intersetions; this system of equivalenes
is onisely enoded in the equation δf ∼= 0. Let c ∈ Z1(X ;Pi(S0)) denote a 1-oyle
dening a haunt L(c); onretely, this means that for a over {Ui} we have invertible
parametrized spetra cij ∈ Pi(S
0)(Uij) on two-fold intersetions together with xed
weak equivalenes φijk : cij ∧Uijk cjk → cik satisfying the obvious oherene relation on
four-fold intersetions. A speter for this haunt, that is a setion of L(c), is most easily
presented by a 0-ohain f ∈ C0(X ;OX) together with an identiation δf ∼= c of the
oboundary of f with the oyle c. What this means is that on two-fold intersetions
ompatible equivalenes are given between fi ∧Uij cij and fj. This ohain presentation
is well suited to giving expliit examples of speters.
Example 2.10. Let Ln denote the haunt over S
1
whose monodromy is suspension by Sn.
This haunt is depited in gure 1 and an be presented, roughly speaking, as follows:
take two opies of the stak of parametrized spetra on an interval, that is of OD1 , and
glue them together at the two pairs of endpoints by the maps Sp
id
−→ Sp and Sp
∧Sn
−−→ Sp
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respetively. We now dene a speter T for Ln. Over the rst interval D
1
0 the speter is
a trivial parametrized spetrum with bre Sn; that is T |D10 = S
n×D10. Over the seond
interval D11 the speter is a one on S
n ⊔ S0; that is, writing D11 = C(∗ ⊔ ∗), we have
T |D11 = C(S
n ⊔ S0). See gure 2.
Figure 2. A twisted parametrized spetrum over the irle
IdSn
Sn
S0
Example 2.11. Let LS3 denote the nontrivial haunt over S
3
desribed in example 2.7.
Roughly speaking, LS3 is onstruted using the equatorial gluing funtion ψ : OS2 → OS2
given by ψ(P ) = P ∧S2 (S
2⋊S2). Dene a speter T for LS3 by T = (S
0 × D3) ∪ψ
C(S2⋊S2); that is, on one hemisphere the speter is a trivial parametrized spetrum
with bre S0 and on the other hemisphere (thought of as the one C(S2)) the speter is
the one on the bundle S2⋊S2.
Remark 2.12. The proedure (illustrated in these examples) of pieing together parametrized
spaes to give a global geometri objet has also appeared in a preprint by Furuta [12℄
under the rubri "prespetra with parametrized universe". Furuta's viewpoint is similar
to ours in spirit, but his `parametrized prespetra' are substantially more rigid than
speters; in partiular, few speters an be realized as `parametrized prespetra'. It
would therefore seem to be diult to develop a reasonable homotopy theory of twisted
spetra (whih is essential for appliations to Floer homotopy) using the rigid geometry
of `parametrized prespetra'.
In setion 2.1 we emphasized the fat that the homotopy theory of parametrized
spetra should be oneived as a homotopy theory of brations of spetra. The above
examples of speters have singularities and are therefore not loally brations of spetra.
There is a brant replaement funtor whih takes suh a singular speter and returns
a loally brant speter with the same "global homotopy type"; (see setion 4 for a
disussion of global homotopy invariants of speters). On the one hand, it is easier to
expliitly desribe and ompute invariants of singular speters; on the other hand, it is
easier to haraterize and lassify speters using brant presentations.
The following model for brant replaement of speters bears lose resemblane to
the one May and Sigurdsson use for parametrized spetra; a more thorough tehnial
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treatment of the replaement funtor an be found in their manusript [23℄. Suppose
S is a speter over the base X . Let PX denote the path bration on X and s and
t the soure and target maps PX → X . A brant model F (S) for the speter S is
very roughly given by s!(t
∗(S))here s! denotes integration over the bre in a sense
analogous to that given for parametrized spetra in [23℄. In other words, the points of
the bre F (S)x at a point x ∈ X are pairs onsisting of a path in X from x to y and a
point of the bre Sy. We proeed to some examples of brant speters.
Example 2.13. As before, let Ln denote the haunt over S
1
whose monodromy is suspen-
sion by Sn. Dene a speter T for Ln as follows: the bre Tx of T at every point x ∈ S
1
is
∨
i∈Z S
n·i
and the monodromy operator is the natural equivalene Σn(
∨
Sn·i) ≃
∨
Sn·i.
This is a model for the speter in example 2.10 whih is loally a bration of spetra.
More generally, any speter for the haunt Ln on S
1
an be desribed by giving a spetrum
A together with an equivalene of A with its n-th suspension:
{Speters/(Ln, S
1)}! {Spetra A with φ : Σn(A) ≃ A}
Example 2.14. There is only one nontrivial haunt over S2; all it LS2. Let U and V
denote the two hemispheres of S2. The haunt LS2 is onstruted, roughly speaking,
by gluing OU and OV along the equatorial S
1
using the funtion ψ : OS1 → OS1
given by ψ(P ) = P ∧S1 (S
0⋊S1); here S0⋊S1 denotes the nontrivial S0 bundle over
S1. Suppose we want to onstrut a speter T for LS2 that is loally a bration of
spetra. The restrition T |U of the speter to one hemisphere U will be equivalent
to the parametrized spetrum A × U , for some spetrum A. On the boundary of U ,
the speter is A × ∂U = A × S1, and therefore on the boundary of V the speter
must be ψ(A × S1) = (A × S1) ∧S1 (S
0
⋊S1)let us denote this last parametrized
spetrum by A
tw(−1)
. As A
tw(−1)
is a brant parametrized spetrum over S1 with bre
A, it is onstruted by gluing together two opies of A × D1 along the boundaries
A × S0. Suh a gluing is determined by a map S0 → Aut(A), where Aut(A) denotes
the homotopy automorphisms of the spetrum A. In the ase of Atw(−1) this gluing is
the map −1A : S
0 → Aut(A) taking one point to idA and the other point to −idA. The
speter T restrits on the hemisphere V to a brant parametrized spetrum T |V with
boundary A
tw(−1)
this parametrized spetrum denes a nullhomotopy of the gluing
map −1A of A
tw(−1)
. In summary:
{Speters/LS2}! {Spetra A with φ : D
1 → Aut(A) s.t. φ0 = idA, φ1 = −idA}
Example 2.15. Reall the nontrivial haunt LS3 over S
3
determined by the equatorial
gluing funtion ψ(P ) = P ∧S2 (S
2⋊S2). Note that this haunt is isomorphi to the haunt
determined by the gluing funtion ψ′(P ) = P ∧S2 (S
0⋊S2), where S0⋊S2 is the unique
nontrivial S0-spetrum bundle over S2. Suppose T is a speter for LS3 that is loally a
bration of spetra. Then, as in the previous example, T restrited to one hemisphere
U is a trivial bundle with bre spetrum A. The boundary T |∂U of this restrition
is A × ∂U = A × S2 and the boundary T |∂V of the other restrition must therefore
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be ψ′(A × S2) = (A × S2) ∧S2 (S
0⋊S2)denote this last parametrized spetrum by
A
tw(η)
. The brant parametrized spetrum A
tw(η)
over S2 is determined by the gluing
funtion ηA : S
1 → Aut(A); here ηA is the funtion η ∧ A where η : S
1 → Aut(S0)
is the nontrivial element of the rst stable stem. The restrition T |V of the speter
to the seond hemisphere onstitutes a nullhomotopy of the gluing funtion ηA for the
boundary parametrized spetrum A
tw(η)
. Again we have a lassiation:
{Speters/LS3}! {Spetra A with φ : D
2 → Aut(A) s.t. φS1 = ηA}
∼∼∼∼∼
We have seen a variety of examples of speters and have desribed all the speters
assoiated to a few partiular haunts. We now systematially investigate the equiva-
lene lassiation of speters, giving a homotopy-theoreti desription of speters that
naturally parallels the haraterization of haunts in proposition 2.8.
Line bundles are lassied by H1(X ;O×X), where O
×
X is the sheaf of invertible R-valued
funtions; in setion 2.2.1, we noted that haunts are lassied by H1(X ;Pi(S0)), where
Pi(S0) is the stak of invertible parametrized spetra. Speters for the haunt L(c)
assoiated to a lass c ∈ H1(X ;Pi(S0)) are lassied by 0-ohains f ∈ C0(X ;OX)
together with an identiation δf ∼= c. We remarked that the group H1(X ;Pi(S0))
is isomorphi to [X,B Pic(S0)] and that the latter is a simpler haraterization of the
lassifying group for haunts; as before Pic(S0) denotes the realization of the ategory of
invertible spetra. We desribe a lassiation of speters based on the [X,B Pic(S0)]
lassiation of haunts.
We take our ue, as usual, from the disrete algebrai analogue. The spae BR× is
a lassifying spae for ordinary line bundles with at onnetion. There is a universal
R×-bundle ER× over BR× and an assoiated R-bundle P (R) := ER× ×R× R. A at
setion of the line bundle L(c) assoiated to the map c : X → BR× is determined by a
lift of c to a map s : X → P (R):
R // P (R)

X c
//
s
<<
z
z
z
z
BR×
This desription of setions of a line bundle with at onnetion easily translates into
the ontext of haunts and speters. The spae B Pic(S0) is a lassifying spae for haunts.
Let Spw denote the realization of the subategory of weak equivalenes of the ategory
of spetra, and note that Pic(S0) ats on Spw. There is a universal Pic(S
0)-bundle
E Pic(S0) over B Pic(S0) and an assoiated Spw-bundle P (Spw) := E Pic(S
0)×Pic(S0) Spw.
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We an onsider lifts of a lassifying map c : X → B Pic(S0) to P (Spw):
Spw
// P (Spw)

X c
//
99
t
t
t
t
t
t
B Pic(S0)
Indeed, suh lifts lassify speters:
Proposition 2.16. Let c : X → B Pic(S0) be the lassifying map for a haunt L(c).
Weak equivalene lasses of speters for the haunt L(c) are in one-to-one orrespondene
with homotopy lasses of lifts of c to maps X → P (Spw).
That there should be suh a homotopy-theoreti lassiation of speters was suggested
to us by Bill Dwyer. A slightly stronger result will be stated and proved as theorem 3.8;
granting theorem 3.11, this proposition follows diretly from orollary 3.10.
We onlude our initial disussion of haunts and speters with a few remarks about
produts. Given two ordinary invertible sheaves (line bundles) L and L′ over X we an
form their tensor produt L⊗OX L
′
. Analogously, given two haunts we should be able to
form their tensor produt. Making sense of tensoring two modules over a stak of semi-
ring ategories would require a bit of doing; (see Dunn [5℄ for a denition of the tensor
produt of modules over a bipermutative ategory). Using the lassiation of haunts in
proposition 2.8 we an side step this ategorial tensor onstrution: dene the produt
L⊗L′ of two haunts to be the haunt lassied by the produt (in the group struture on
B Pic(S0)) of the lassifying maps c, c′ : X → B Pic(S0). There is a produt of speters
overing this tensor produt of haunts. The lassifying projetion P (Spw)→ B Pic(S
0)
for speters is a map of multipliative monoids. Given two speters T and T ′ lassied
by lifts s, s′ : X → P (Spw) of the haunt maps c, c
′ : X → B Pic(S0), we simply dene
the produt T ∧T ′ to be the speter (for the haunt L⊗L′) lassied by the produt lift
s · s′ : X → P (Spw).
3. Loal Systems of Categories of Spetra
In setion 2, we desribed haunts as invertible sheaves, or more speially as loally
free rank-one modules over the struture stak of parametrized spetra; speters, the
twisted parametrized spetra, were global setions of these modules. In this setion, we
leave behind that sheaf-theoreti approah and reformulate haunts as loal systems of
ategories of spetra.
An ordinary loal system on a variety X over the ring R is a line bundle with at
onnetion. The at setions of this bundle form a sheaf L with the property that the
ring of setions L(U) is isomorphi to R for any suiently small open set U . This sheaf
enodes all the data of the loal system, and we an therefore present any loal system
as follows: to eah open set in a over {Ui} assign a ring Ci isomorphi to R, and to the
two-fold intersetions assign a family of ompatible isomorphisms fij : Ci
∼=
−→ Cj. Any
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automorphism of R is given by multipliation by an element of R×; loal systems are
therefore lassied by the rst ohomology group H1(X ;R×). Note that this group is
quite distint from the group H1(X ;O×X) lassifying invertible sheavesthis dierene
boils down to the fat that no matter how small the open set U , the ring OX(U) of
R-valued funtions on U is not isomorphi to R as a ring.
Our favorite "ring" is, of ourse, the ategory Sp of spetra, and the presentation of
loal systems of ategories of spetra is analogous to that of ordinary loal systems: to
eah open set in a over {Ui} assign a ategory Ci weakly equivalent to the ategory
of spetra, and to the two-fold intersetions assign a family of ompatible equivalenes
fij : Ci
≃
−→ Cj. A self-equivalene of the ategory of spetra is given by smashing with an
element of Pic(S0), the ategory of invertible spetra; haunts, now oneived of as loal
systems of ategories of spetra, are therefore lassied by the group H1(X ; Pic(S0)).
This group is isomorphi to the group lassifying invertible sheaves of ategories of spe-
tra and indeed the notions of invertible sheaf and loal system are interhangeable in
the ontext of twisted parametrized stable homotopy theory. Underlying this orrespon-
dene is the fat that the ategory OX(U) of parametrized spetra on a ontratible
open set U is Quillen equivalent to the ategory Sp of nonparametrized spetra.
An invertible sheaf is a line bundle and a loal system is a line bundle with at
onnetion; assoiated to a loal system there is therefore an underlying invertible sheaf.
The setions of a loal system are the loally onstant or at setions of the assoiated
invertible sheaf. Analogously, a loal system of ategories of spetra has an underlying
invertible sheaf of ategories of spetra. The setions of the loal system are in partiular
setions of the orresponding invertible sheaf; indeed, these setions are loally onstant
in the sense that they are loally quasibrations of spetra, and so are preisely the
brant twisted parametrized spetra.
The fundamental analogy between loal systems in algebrai geometry and in twisted
parametrized stable homotopy theory is summarized in table 2 and elaborated through-
out the following setions.
∼∼∼∼∼
As desribed above, a loal system of ategories of spetra is determined by assoiating
to eah open set in a over a ategory weakly equivalent to the ategory of spetra
and to intersetions of open sets appropriate equivalenes of ategories. In order to
formalize this viewpoint, we need a "ategory of ategories of spetra"suh a ategory
is typially referred to as a homotopy theory of homotopy theories. In setion 3.1 we
disuss a onvenient hoie of suh a ategory, namely the model ategory of simpliial
ategories.
In setion 3.2 we use simpliial ategories to make preise the notion of a loal system
of ategories of spetra. Suppose the base spae X is the realization of a simpliial
omplex B, and the over of X is the over of B by the stars of its simpliies. Then a
haunt on X , thought of as a loal system, is a funtor from the ategory of simpliies
of B to the ategory of simpliial ategories, suh that the funtor takes objets to
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ategories weakly equivalent to the ategory of spetra and suh that the funtor takes
morphisms to weak equivalenes. This simpliial ategory denition of a haunt has the
disadvantage that it louds the oneptual simpliity and the geometry of haunts and
their assoiated speters, but it has the advantage that it avoids the tehnialities of
staks of ∞-ategories and thereby eases the proofs of propositions 2.8 and 2.16these
propositions follow immediately from the results in setions 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.3.1.
In setion 3.3, we give another reformulation of haunts and speters: haunts are A∞
ring spetra arising as Thom spetra of multipliative stable spherial brations on loop
spaes, and the assoiated speters are simply modules over the ring spetrum. This
last desription has the advantage of being entirely elementaryit avoids both modules
over staks of parametrized spetra and diagrams in the model ategory of simpliial
ategoriesbut it thoroughly obsures various onstrutions with and appliations of
speters, and so in setion 4 we return to our original sheaf-theoreti perspetive.
3.1. The Homotopy Theory of Homotopy Theories. As it will play a entral role
in our disussion of loal systems, we briey desribe the homotopy theory of homotopy
theories. In reent deades, model ategories have been the predominant notion of
abstrat homotopy theory. However, there is not known to be a model struture on the
ategory of model ategories, and this is a huge impediment to onstruting (as we are
doing in this paper) bundles of homotopy theories. We must onsider a weaker notion
of abstrat homotopy theory in order to have a deent homotopy theory of homotopy
theories. There are various options, inluding the model ategory of Segal ategories
(due to Hirshowitz-Simpson [14℄), the model ategory of omplete Segal spaes (due to
Rezk [26℄), and the model ategory of simpliial ategories (due to Dwyer-Hirshhorn-
Kan [6℄ and Bergner [1℄). Whih we pik does not matter beause all three model
ategories are Quillen equivalent (a result due to Bergner [1℄); we work with the model
ategory of simpliial ategories, as this is the simplest to desribe.
By a `simpliial ategory' we will mean a ategory enrihed over simpliial sets. Dwyer
and Kan [8℄ realized that to a model ategory M there is anonially assoiated a
simpliial ategory LHM , the hammok loalization of M , whih enodes all of the
homotopy-theoreti information ontained in M . This is the sense in whih simpliial
ategories are a faithful representation of abstrat homotopy theories. In partiular, the
homotopy ategory Ho(M) of M is reovered as the ategory of omponents π0(L
HM)
of the hammok loalization; here the ategory of omponents π0(C) of a simpliial
ategory C (also alled the homotopy ategory of C) has the same objets as C, but
has morphisms Homπ0(C)(x, y) = π0(HomC(x, y)). A morphism f : x→ y in a simpliial
ategory C is alled a homotopy equivalene if it beomes an isomorphism in π0(C).
The model struture on the ategory of simpliial ategories is as follows. A map
φ : C → D of simpliial ategories is a weak equivalene if it is a Dwyer-Kan equiva-
lene, namely if φ is a weak equivalene on Hom sets and an equivalene on homotopy
ategories; that is, φ is a weak equivalene if φ : HomC(x, y) → HomD(φ(x), φ(y)) is a
weak equivalene of simpliial sets for all objets x, y ∈ C, and if φ : π0(C) → π0(D)
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is an equivalene of ategories. A map φ : C → D is a bration if it is a bration on
Hom sets and if all homotopy equivalenes in D lift to C; that is, φ is a bration if
φ : HomC(x, y) → HomD(φ(x), φ(y)) is a bration of simpliial sets for all x, y ∈ C,
and if for all objets x ∈ C and all homotopy equivalenes h : φ(x) → z in D, there
exists a homotopy equivalene h˜ : x → y in C suh that φ(h˜) = h. Cobrations of
simpliial ategories are determined, as usual, by the left lifting property. These dene a
model struture on the ategory of simpliial ategories [1℄. Given an objet in a model
ategory, there is a good notion of the spae of automorphisms of that objet, and in the
following we will be foused on the automorphisms of the ategory of spetra (thought
of as a simpliial ategory via its hammok loalization).
Remark 3.1. Considering that our objetion to model ategories as a representation of
homotopy theory was that there is no obvious model ategory of model ategories, it
seems odd to have insisted on having a model ategory of simpliial ategories rather
than merely a simpliial ategory of simpliial ategories. Of ourse, we an reover
a simpliial ategory of simpliial ategories as the hammok loalization of the model
ategory of simpliial ategories, but it would be better not to have to rely on the ruth
of a model struture. The real solution to this and many other problems is to work
diretly in the ∞-ategory of ∞-ategories. We do not do this beause the details of
suh an ∞-ategorial theory are not yet fully in plae; see Lurie [18, 19℄, though, for
substantial progress in that diretion.
3.2. Diagrams of Simpliial Categories. We desribed haunts as loally free rank-
one modules over the struture stak of parametrized spetra. We now reinterpret this
notion in terms of diagrams of simpliial ategories weakly equivalent to the hammok
loalization of the ategory of spetra. We then express the ategory of speters for suh
a haunt as a homotopy limit in the model ategory of simpliial ategories.
3.2.1. Haunts. Let H be a loally free rank-one module over the struture stak on X .
By denition, if U is a suiently small open set in X , then the ategory H(U) is homo-
topy equivalent to the ategory OX(U) of parametrized spetra on U . If the subspae
U is moreover ontratible, then OX(U) is homotopy (indeed Quillen) equivalent to the
ategory Sp of spetra. (Roughly speaking, this is beause a brant parametrized spe-
trum is a quasibration and any quasibration over a ontratible spae is trivializable
see [23℄.) Let {Ui} denote a ontratible over of X ; the module H determines, by the
above remarks, an assignment to eah Ui a ategory Ci equivalent to the ategory of
spetra and to the two-fold intersetions {Uij} a olletion of ompatible equivalenes
Ci ≃ Cjthis is the data of a loal system of ategories of spetra. We formalize the
ompatibilities in the olletion of equivalenes using diagram funtors into the ategory
of simpliial ategories.
First we x some notation. The spae X is homotopy equivalent to the realization of
a simpliial set B; let s(B) denote the ategory of simpliies of B, that is the ategory
whose objets are the simpliies of B and whose morphisms are the fae and degeneray
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maps. Let sCat denote the model ategory of simpliial ategories, and let Sp now
denote the objet of sCat given by the hammok loalization of the ategory of spetra.
Let w(sCat, Sp) denote the weak equivalene omponent of sCat ontaining Sp; that
is, the objets of w(sCat , Sp) are simpliial ategories that an be onneted to Sp by
a zig-zag of weak equivalenes, and the morphisms are weak equivalenes of simpliial
ategories.
Remark 3.2. We pause to onsider a few set-theoreti issues. The ategory sCat is really
the ategory of small simpliial ategories. The hammok loalization of the ategory of
spetra is not only not small, it need not even have small Hom sets; we therefore hose a
small simpliial ategory homotopially equivalent to that hammok loalizationby the
notation Sp we will impliitly refer to that small replaement. In a similar vein, the weak
equivalene omponent of Sp in sCat is not a small ategory; we will need to use it in
onstrutions that only apply to small ategories, so we hose a small subategory of this
weak equivalene omponent that is homotopially equivalent to the full omponent
we impliitly refer to that small replaement by the notation w(sCat, Sp). We will not
heneforth distinguish between suh (simpliial) ategories and their small replaements.
Reharaterization 3.3. A haunt over a simpliial set B is a funtor from s(B), the
ategory of simpliies of B, to w(sCat , Sp), the weak equivalene omponent of the
ategory of simpliial ategories ontaining the ategory of spetra. The ategory of
haunts over B, denoted HauntB, is the full diagram ategory w(sCat , Sp)
s(B)
.
We immediately have a notion of the spae of haunts, namely the realization |N.HauntB |
of the nerve of this diagram ategory. Note that we will not in general distinguish be-
tween simpliial sets and their realizations. There is a natural andidate for a las-
sifying spae for haunts, namely N.w(sCat , Sp). The idea that a weak equivalene
omponent of an objet of a model ategory an funtion as a lassifying omplex is of
ourse due to Dwyer and Kan [9℄. Indeed, there is a suggestive homotopy equivalene
N.w(sCat , Sp) ≃ B haut(Sp). Here B haut(Sp) is the nerve of the simpliial ategory
with one objet and with morphisms the simpliial monoid haut(Sp) of homotopy au-
tomorphisms of the ategory of spetra; (this simpliial monoid is dened to be the
sub-simpliial monoid of HomLH (sCat)(Sp, Sp) onsisting of the omponents projeting
to isomorphisms in Homπ0(LH (sCat))(Sp, Sp)). The lassiation of haunts an therefore
be expressed as follows.
Theorem 3.4. The spae N.HauntB of haunts over a simpliial set B is weakly ho-
motopy equivalent to the (derived) mapping spae Hom(B,B haut(Sp)). In other words,
B haut(Sp) is a lassifying spae for haunts.
Remark 3.5. We adopt the onvention that all mapping spaes are impliitly derived
unless otherwise noted. We will also take "holim" and "hoolim" to refer to the homo-
topially invariant homotopy limit and olimit funtors; these are sometimes referred to
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as the orreted homotopy limit and olimit and an be dened respetively by ompos-
ing funtorial objetwise brant or obrant replaement with the Bouseld-Kan holim
or hoolim funtor.
Before proving the theorem, we state one lemma:
Lemma 3.6. Suppose M is a model ategory that is Quillen equivalent to a obrantly
generated simpliial model ategory. Let B be a simpliial set and let s(B) denote the
ategory of simpliies of B. For any objet X of M there is a weak homotopy equivalene
N.(w(M,X)s(B)) ≃ holim
s(B)
N.w(M,X)
Dwyer and Kan prove this for M equal to the ategory of simpliial sets [9, Thm 3.4℄,
but their proof works for any obrantly generated simpliial model ategory. Moreover,
both sides of the equivalene are weakly homotopy invariant under Quillen equivalene
between not-neessarily-simpliial model ategories; this follows using various results
from [7, 8℄.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We have the hain of equivalenes:
N.HauntB ≡ N.(w(sCat , Sp)
s(B)) ≃ holim
s(B)
N.w(sCat , Sp)
≃ Hom(N.s(B), N.w(sCat, Sp))
≃ Hom(B,B haut(Sp))
The ategory of simpliial ategories is Quillen equivalent to the ategory of omplete
Segal spaes [1℄ whih is a obrantly generated simpliial model ategory [26℄; the
rst equivalene therefore follows from the above lemma. The seond equivalene is a
onsequene of [13, Prop 18.2.6℄, and the third is immediate. 
3.2.2. Speters. We now disuss speters in this new ontext of diagrams of simpliial
ategories. In the sheaf-theoreti framework of setion 2 a speter was a global setion
of a haunt. A haunt is now a funtor H from the ategory of simpliies s(B) into the
ategory sCat of simpliial ategories. Naturally enough, a "setion" of suh a diagram
H of simpliial ategories should be some appropriately onsistent hoie of objets
{xb ∈ H(b)}b∈s(B) of the simpliial ategories H(b) in the diagramwe an think of an
objet xb ∈ H(b) as a loally onstant (or at) setion of the haunt H restrited to
the simplex b. It would be too muh to ask that the olletion of objets xb be stritly
ompatible with the morphisms in the diagram H . Instead, we merely demand that
there be hosen homotopies to "glue the objets together"this gluing data is formally
enoded in a homotopy limit.
Reharaterization 3.7. Let H be a haunt over B, that is a funtor from the ate-
gory of simpliies s(B) to the ategory of simpliial ategories that lands in the weak
equivalene omponent w(sCat, Sp) of the ategory of spetra. The (simpliial) ategory
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of speters for the haunt H , denoted SpecterH , is dened to be the homotopy limit
holim
s(B)
H .
Of ourse, this homotopy limit is only dened beause we have a model struture on
the ategory of simpliial ategories, and as usual we mean the homotopially invariant
homotopy limit. We also have an assoiated spae of speters for the haunt H , namely
N.w(SpecterH). Here w(C) denotes the sub-simpliial ategory of the simpliial ategory
C whose objets are the same as those of C but whose morphisms Homw(C)(a, b) are
the omponents of HomC(a, b) projeting to isomorphisms in Homπ0(C)(a, b); note that
N.w(C) is, a priori, a bisimpliial set and we impliitly take its diagonal.
There isn't a lassifying spae for speters, per se, but there is a lassifying bration;
that is, there is a bration ψ : Uhaut(Sp)→ B haut(Sp) suh that the spae of speters
for a xed haunt H : B → B haut(Sp) is homotopy equivalent to the spae of lifts of
H along ψ. The bre of ψ should be the "spae of spetra" and we think of the total
spae Uhaut(Sp) as the "universal haunt". In fat, this lassifying bration omes from
a bration of simpliial ategories, whih is dened as the diagonal map in the following
diagram:
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)


 ∼ // hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
Ψxxxxqqq
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
∗
That is, we fator the left hand map by a weak equivalene followed by a bration Ψ;
this bration is the desired speter lassifying bration of simpliial ategories. Here
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−) refers to the homotopy olimit of the inlusion w(sCat, Sp)→ sCat .
The analogous speter lassifying bration of spaes is the right hand vertial arrow
in the diagram
N.w
(
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
)

 ∼ //

U haut(Sp)
ψ

N.w
(
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
∗
)
oo ≃ // N.w(sCat , Sp) oo
≃ // B haut(Sp)
The bration fatorization here denes the spae U haut(Sp). Note that the bre of
ψ over the point X ∈ w(sCat, Sp) is weakly equivalent to N.w(X) whih is in turn
weakly equivalent to the spae of spetra N.w(Sp). Morally speaking, the bundle
Uhaut(Sp) is the bundle E haut(Sp) ×haut(Sp) N.w(Sp) assoiated to the tautologial
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bundle E haut(Sp) → B haut(Sp). However, on its fae the ation of the simpliial
monoid haut(Sp) on N.w(Sp) is only dened up to weak homotopy, whih is insuient
for dening the assoiated bundle; presumably the ation an be made strit, but we do
not pursue that here.
We now state the simpliial-ategory-level lassiation result for speters:
Theorem 3.8. Let H : s(B) → w(sCat, Sp) be a funtor dening a xed haunt on the
simpliial set B. This funtor determines an assoiated map h : hocolim
s(B)
∗ → hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
∗
lassifying the haunt. The ategory of speters SpecterH for this haunt is weakly equiv-
alent, as a simpliial ategory, to the ategory of lifts of h along the speter lassifying
bration:
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
Ψ

hocolim
s(B)
∗
99
r
r
r
r
r
h
// hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
∗
In other words the ategory of speters is weakly equivalent to a (derived) mapping spae
in the overategory of hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
∗, namely
SpecterH ≃ Hom hocolim
w(sCat,Sp)
∗
(
hocolim
s(B)
∗, hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
)
Proof. The rst step in the proof is a onsequene of the following general lemma:
Lemma 3.9. Let M be either an ∞-topos (suh as simpliial sets or spaes) or a model
ategory of homotopy theories (suh as simpliial ategories, omplete Segal spaes, or
quasi-ategories). Let D be a small ategory and F : D → M a funtor. Denote by
φ : hocolim
D
F → hocolim
D
∗ the natural projetion. Provided F takes all morphisms in D
to weak equivalenes in M , the homotopy limit of F is weakly equivalent to the objet of
derived setions of the map φ; that is
holim
D
F ≃ Homhocolim
D
∗
(
hocolim
D
∗, hocolim
D
F
)
In the ase of speters, we therefore have the equivalene
SpecterH ≡ holim
s(B)
H ≃ Homhocolim
s(B)
∗
(
hocolim
s(B)
∗, hocolim
s(B)
H
)
We want to translate this mapping spae into a spae of lifts of the lassifying map
h : hocolim
s(B)
∗ → hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
∗. We begin by rewriting one of the homotopy olimits in
terms of a larger indexing ategory:
hocolim
s(B)
H ≃ h∗
(
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
)
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Here h∗ denotes the derived pullbak from the overategory in sCat of hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
∗ to the
overategory of hocolim
s(B)
∗. Next, we have a Quillen adjuntion
sCat/
(
hocolim
s(B)
∗
)
h!
// sCat/
(
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
∗
)
h∗oo
where the pushforward h! is given by preomposition with the map h. This adjuntion
leads to an equivalene of funtion omplexes
Homhocolim
s(B)
∗
(
hocolim
s(B)
∗, h∗
(
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
))
≃ Hom hocolim
w(sCat,Sp)
∗
(
hocolim
s(B)
∗, hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
)
as desired. 
Not surprisingly, the analogous result at the level of spaes is the following.
Corollary 3.10. Let h : B → B haut(Sp) denote the lassifying map for a xed haunt
H over the simpliial set B. The assoiated spae of speters N.w SpecterH is weakly
homotopy equivalent to the spae HomB haut(Sp)(B,U haut(Sp)) of maps from B to the
universal haunt U haut(Sp) that ommute with projetion to B haut(Sp). In other words,
the spae of speters for the haunt H is weakly equivalent to the spae of lifts in the
diagram
Uhaut(Sp)
ψ

N.w(Sp)oo
B
::
t
t
t
t
t
t
h
// B haut(Sp)
Proof. The hain of equivalenes is
N.w SpecterH = N.w holim
s(B)
H ≃ N.wHom hocolim
w(sCat,Sp)
∗
(
hocolim
s(B)
∗, hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
)
= N.wHom hocolim
w(sCat,Sp)
∗
(
hocolim
s(B)
∗, hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
)
≃ N.Hom hocolim
w(sCat,Sp)
∗
(
hocolim
s(B)
∗, w
(
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
))
≃ HomN.w(sCat ,Sp)
(
N.s(B), N.w
(
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
))
≃ HomB haut(Sp)(B,U haut(Sp))
.
The rst homotopy equivalene is a onsequene of the theorem, and the seond line
follows from the denition of the Hom set as a derived mapping spae. Next note that
the funtor w : sCat → hGpd from simpliial ategories to homotopy groupoids is right
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adjoint to the inlusionthe homotopy equivalene in the third line follows beause
hocolim
s(B)
∗ and hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
∗ are already homotopy groupoids. The ategory of homotopy
groupoids is in fat Quillen equivalent to the ategory of simpliial sets; the equivalene
in the fourth line follows, and the fth line is immediate. 
3.3. A∞ Thom Spetra on Loop Spaes. We begin this setion by identifying the
monoid haut(Sp) of automorphisms of the ategory of spetra with a lassifying spae
Z × BG for stable spherial brations. Using this identiation, we an assoiate to a
haunt over X an A∞ ring spetrum arising as a Thom spetrum over the loop spae
of X . This in turn allows us to reharaterize the ategory of speters for the haunt
as a ategory of modules over that ring spetrum. This reharaterization on the one
hand obsures the intrinsi symmetry of speters and breaks the natural onnetion with
parametrized homotopy theory, whih is essential to the denition of speter invariants
in setion 4; on the other hand, beause module spetra are familiar objets, the hange
in perspetive demysties speters and will be important in appliations to sympleti
Floer homotopy [3℄.
3.3.1. Automorphisms of the Category of Spetra. Haunts over a spae X are lassied
by maps from X to the spae B haut(Sp), a deloop of the simpliial monoid of homotopy
automorphisms of the ategory of spetra. We investigate the homotopy type of this
lassifying spae. The ategory of spetra has a natural monoidal struture, the smash
produt; given an invertible spetrum J , the funtor J ∧ − : Sp → Sp smashing with J
determines a self homotopy equivalene of the ategory of spetra. Roughly speaking,
this assoiation determines a map from the ategory of invertible spetra (whih we
alled Pic(S0) in setion 2) to the spae of self equivalenes haut(Sp). That this map is
a weak equivalene is well known to experts, but we are not aware of a statement or a
proof in the literature:
Theorem 3.11. Let Pic(S0), the Piard ategory, denote the subategory of the at-
egory of spetra whose objets are invertible spetra and whose morphisms are weak
equivalenes. There is a weak equivalene
Pic(S0) ≃ haut(Sp)
from the nerve of the Piard ategory to the simpliial set of self homotopy equivalenes
of the ategory Sp of spetra.
Proof. We merely sketh the proof. The ategory of spetra is a model ategory repre-
senting a partiular homotopy theory, and we an work in any of a number of equivalent
ategories of homotopy theories. We have primarily utilized sCat , the ategory of simpli-
ial ategories, but for this theorem it is more onvenient to work in qCat , the ategory
of quasi-ategoriesthere is a Quillen equivalene between sCat and qCat [19℄. Reall
that a quasi-ategory is a simpliial set that satises a weak Kan ondition, namely that
a horn ∂∆n\∆n−1i lls in provided the missing fae ∆
n−1
i is internal, that is 0 < i < n;
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this weak Kan ondition reets the idea that morphisms (edges) in a ategory are om-
posable, but need not be invertible up to homotopy. By qCat we refer, in fat, to the
ategory of simpliial sets equipped with a model struture in whih quasiategories are
preisely the brant objets.
Let Sp denote a quasiategory modeling the ategory of spetra; we presume that Sp is
equipped with a monoidal struture modeling the smash produt. In this ontext Pic(S0)
is a subquasiategory of Sp whih is desribed as follows. The verties of Pic(S0) are the
invertible objets in Sp, that is the verties v ∈ Sp suh that there exists a w ∈ Sp with
v ∧ w weakly equivalent to S0 ∈ Sp; the k-simpliies of Pic(S0) are the k-simpliies of
Sp all of whose verties are invertible and all of whose edges are weak equivalenes. By
denition, the simpliial monoid haut(Sp) has k-simpliies the set of weak equivalenes
∆k × Sp
≃
−→ Sp. There is now a natural map
µ : Pic(S0)→ haut(Sp)
whih takes a k-simplex P in Pic(S0)k to the omposite ∆
k × Sp
P×id
−−−→ Pic(S0)× Sp −→
Sp×Sp −→ Sp. This omposite is an equivalene and is therefore a k-simplex in haut(Sp).
We would like µ to be an equivalene. It sues to show that any map F : (∆k, ∂∆k)→
(haut(Sp),Pic(S0)) is homotopi, relative to its boundary, to a map F ′ : (∆k, ∂∆k) →
(Pic(S0),Pic(S0)). Suppose k = 0, so F is simply an equivalene Sp → Sp; we take F ′
to be the map Sp → Sp given by smashing with F (S0), that is, F ′ = F (S0) ∈ Pic(S0).
One extremely onvenient feature of quasiategories (as distinguished from, for example,
model ategories) is that one an naturally take homotopy olimits over any simpliial
set, not only over a ategory; this feature is helpful in dening a omparison map between
F and F ′. The quasiategory Sp is in partiular a simpliial set, and given an objet
X ∈ Sp, let (−/X) denote the "overategory" of X , that is the subsimpliial set of Sp
whose 0-simpliies are maps Y → X . Moreover, denote by (−/X)
sph
the orresponding
"spherial subategory", that is the full subategory whose 0-simpliies are the maps
Si → X . We have the omparison map
F (S0) ∧X ≃ hocolim
(−/X)
sph
F (Si)→ hocolim
(−/X)
F (Y ) ≃ F (X)
This map is an equivalene when X = S0, and the left hand side preserves homotopy
olimits. It is a onsequene of Lurie's extensive work on quasiategories [19℄ that
beause F is an equivalene, it preserves homotopy olimits. The omparison map is
therefore a natural weak equivalene, as desired. The ases of higher k ould be handled
similarly. 
Corollary 3.12. The simpliial set haut(Sp) of self equivalenes of the ategory of
spetra has the homotopy type Z × BG where G is the spae of stable self homotopy
equivalenes of the sphere, that is G = haut(S0) ≃ colim
n
haut(Sn) where in the last
expression Sn denotes the ordinary n-sphere.
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Proof. Given the theorem, this is a onsequene of the weak equivalene Pic(S0) ≃
Z × BG. To see that equivalene, rst note that any invertible spetrum is weakly
equivalent to some shift Sn of the sphere spetrum. Thus the ategory Pic(S0) has Z
omponents; the n-th omponent is all spetra weakly equivalent to Sn together with all
weak equivalenes between them. By Dwyer and Kan's lassiation theorem [9℄, this
omponent has the homotopy type B haut(Sn) ≃ B haut(S0). 
3.3.2. Speters as Module Spetra. Armed with the identiation of the lassifying spae
B haut(Sp) with B(Z×BG), we an desribe the A∞ ring spetrum orresponding to a
haunt. Let h : X → B haut(Sp) ≃ B(Z× BG) be the lassifying map for a haunt over
the spae X . The map Ωh : ΩX → Z × BG denes a stable spherial bration, whih
we will denote η(h), over ΩX . Beause Ωh is a loop map, the spherial bration η(h)
is multipliative and the assoiated Thom spetrum Th(η(h)) is therefore an A∞ ring
spetrum [20℄. The bration η(h) an be thought of more geometrially as follows. The
haunt is a loal system or bundle over X whose bre is the ategory of spetra, and the
monodromy of the haunt around a loop ℓ ∈ ΩX is an invertible spetrum, namely the
bre η(h)ℓ; the multipliative struture of the spherial bration orresponds, naturally
enough, to the omposition of the loop monodromies.
If the Thom spetrum Th(η(h)) enodes the struture of the haunt h, we might expet
to be able to desribe the assoiated ategory of speters in terms of this Thom spetrum.
Let T be a speter for the haunt h and suppose T is brant in the sense that it is loally
isomorphi to a quasibration of spetra. Given a loop ℓ : S1 → X in X , we an
pull T bak to a speter ℓ∗T on S1. From example 2.13 we know that this speter is
determined by giving the spetrum T at the basepoint of S1 together with an equivalene
φℓ : η(h)ℓ ∧ T ≃ T ; in other words, we need to glue T bak to itself, but shifted by the
monodromy sphere η(h)ℓ along the given loop. The family of ompatible equivalenes
{φℓ}ℓ∈ΩX amounts preisely to an ation of Th(η(h)) on T . To a speter for the haunt
h we an therefore assoiate a module over the ring spetrum Th(η(h)); indeed there is
an equivalene of ategories:
Proposition 3.13. Let H denote a xed haunt over X with lassifying map h : X →
B(Z × BG). The loop map Ωh determines a multipliative stable spherial bration
η(h) with assoiated Thom spetrum Th(η(h)) an A∞ ring spetrum. There is a weak
equivalene of simpliial ategories
SpecterH ≃ L
H(Th(η(h))-mod)
between the ategory of speters for H and the hammok loalization of the ategory of
module spetra over the Thom spetrum Th(η(h)).
That speters an be thought of as modules over a ring spetrum was also realized by
Mike Hopkins and Je Smith, and the formulation here owes various details to disussions
with them.
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Sketh of proof. We have already done most of the work in establishing, in theorem 3.8,
that
SpecterH ≃ Hom hocolim
w(sCat,Sp)
∗
(
hocolim
s(B)
∗, hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
)
Here B is a simpliial set with the homotopy type of X . By theorem 3.11 the base spae
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
∗ ≃ N.w(sCat , Sp) has the homotopy type B Pic(S0). In partiular, we an
model this spae by the simpliial ategory, also denoted B Pic(S0), with just one objet
∗ and with morphism spae the (simpliial) monoid Pic(S0). Similarly, the total spae
hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−) of the lassifying bration an be expliitly modeled by a simpliial ategory,
denoted U Pic(S0), as follows. The objets of U Pic(S0) are ordinary obrant and
brant spetra. The morphism spae HomU Pic(S0)(T, S) of U Pic(S
0) is the homotopy
olimit of the funtor HomSp(− ∧ T, S) : Pic(S
0)cf → sSet . Here Pic(S
0)cf denotes the
ategory of obrant and brant invertible spetra. The idea behind this onstrution
is that roughly speaking a morphism from T to S in U Pic(S0) should onsist of a pair
(γ, φ) of an invertible spetrum γ ∈ Pic(S0) and a morphism of spetra φ : γ ∧ T → S.
Beause hocolim
Pic(S0)cf
∗ ≃ Pic(S0)cf , the projetion HomSp(− ∧ T, S) → ∗ indues a map
U Pic(S0)→ B Pic(S0). Thinking ofX ≃ hocolim
s(B)
∗ as a simpliial ategory, we therefore
have the reformulation:
Hom hocolim
w(sCat,Sp)
∗
(
hocolim
s(B)
∗, hocolim
w(sCat ,Sp)
(−)
)
≃ HomB Pic(S0)(X,U Pic(S
0))
The nal equivalene is
HomB Pic(S0)(X,U Pic(S
0)) ≃ LH(Th(η(h))-mod)
On this ount we merely indiate the map from the right to the left hand side. We an
model X by the simpliial ategory with one objet and with morphism spae ΩX . The
map h : X → B Pic(S0) orresponds to the map of morphism spaes ΩX → Pic(S0)
lassifying the spherial bration η(h). Given a Th(η(h))-module T , one immediately
has, for any k-simplex s : ∆k → ΩX , a morphism Th(η(h)|s) ∧ T → T . By a shift
in perspetive, the stable spherial bundle η(h)|s on ∆
k
naturally orresponds to a k-
simplex in the morphism ategory Pic(S0) of B Pic(S0), and the map Th(η(h)|s)∧T → T
then provides a lift of this morphism k-simplex to U Pic(S0), as desired. 
Example 3.14. Consider again the haunt Ln over S
1
whose monodromy is suspension
by Sn. This haunt is lassied by the map S1 → B(Z × BG) representing n ∈ Z =
π1(B(Z×BG)). The loop of this map, ΩS
1 ≃ Z
n
−→ Z→ Z×BG, lassies the bration
over Z whose bre at i is Sn·i. The assoiated Thom spetrum is
∨
i∈Z S
n·i
, whih we
onsidered as a speter already in example 2.13. The set of speters for Ln is, as we saw
in that example, the same as the set of module spetra over this distinguished speter∨
i∈Z S
n·i
.
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4. Invariants of Speters
A parametrized spetrum P over a spae X has two naturally assoiated spetra,
namely the total spetrum P/X representing the homotopy type of P and the spetrum
of setions Γ(P ) representing the ohomotopy type of P . The generalized homology
groups of these assoiated spetra provide invariants of the parametrized spetrum. A
speter, that is a twisted parametrized spetrum, has no globally dened homotopy
or ohomotopy type analogous to the total spetrum P/X or the spetrum of setions
Γ(P ). Nevertheless, it is frequently possible to dene invariants assoiated to a speter
by rst applying a generalized homology funtor and then taking an assoiated global
spetrum, rather than vie versa as is typial in parametrized homotopy theory.
We return to the stak-theoreti perspetive of setion 2. There, we treated the
ategory of spetra as a ring and dened haunts to be loally free rank-one modules over
a parametrized version of this ring; speters were global setions of these modules. We
begin this setion by desribing an analogous onstrution where the basi ring is the
ategory of R-modules for a ommutative ring spetrum R. This leads to a notion of
R-haunt and R-speter. We then see how to assoiate to a haunt H an R-haunt HR and
to a speter T for H an R-speter TR for HR; this base hange is the aforementioned
"generalized homology funtor". When the R-haunt HR is trivializable, the R-speter
TR has the form of a parametrized R-module and therefore has a global homotopy type
TR/X . The homotopy groups of TR/X are the R-homology invariants of the original
speter T . We desribe a few examples of these speter invariants and disuss a spetral
sequene for omputing them.
4.1. R-Haunts and R-Speters. The ategory of spetra, or equivalently the ategory
of modules over the sphere spetrum S0, has a smash produt whih, roughly speak-
ing, gives it the struture of a ommutative ring. The stak of parametrized spetra
on a spae X therefore funtions as a sheaf of rings, and we haraterized haunts as
loally free rank-one modules over this stak. There are natural subategories of the
ategory of spetra that have their own ommutative produts, and we study modules
over the staks assoiated to these ategorial rings. Speially, if R is an A∞ ring
spetrum, then we have the ategory R-mod of modules over R. If R is moreover E∞,
then there is a natural produt ∧R whih, roughly speaking, gives R-mod the struture
of a ommutative ring; see Dunn [5℄ for a detailed disussion of the monoidal strutures
on suh module ategories. We an assoiate to an open set U ⊂ X the ategory ORX(U)
of parametrized R-modules on U . These parametrized R-modules form a stak, whih
again has a monoidal struture oming from ∧R. Morally, an R-haunt is a loally free
rank-one module over this struture stak ORX of parametrized R-modules. The stak
ORX is naturally a stak of ∞-ategories, and by a module over this stak we refer to a
stak of ∞-ategories with an appropriate ation of ORX . A more omplete denition of
R-haunt is therefore as follows:
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Denition 4.1. An R-haunt is a stakM of∞-ategories on a spae X with an ation
of the monoidal stak of ∞-ategories ORX of parametrized R-modules satisfying the
following ondition: the stak M is loally free of rank one in the sense that for all
points x ∈ X there exists an open set U ⊂ X ontaining x and an objet Q ∈ M(U)
suh that the map ORX |U −→ M|U given by A 7→ A · Q is an equivalene of staks of
∞-ategories. A twisted parametrized R-module or R-speter is a global setion of an
R-haunt.
In order to make this preise, one must give a thorough treatment of staks of ∞-
ategories and of monoidal staks of ∞-ategories; we do not do this, but note that
Lurie's work [19℄ provides key elements of suh a treatment. Also note that, as in re-
mark 2.4, the additive struture on these staks is given by the ategorial oprodut and
so is justiably ignoredthis saves us the horror of ontemplating symmetri bimonoidal
staks of ∞-ategories.
An R-haunt is loally equivalent to the stak of parametrized R-modules and as suh
an be speied onretely in terms of gluing funtions. Suppose {Ui} is an open over
of X ; on an intersetion Uij a gluing funtion is a self equivalene of O
R
X |Uij as a module
over itself. Suh an equivalene is given by smashing with an invertible parametrized
R-module. Let Pic(R) denote the ategory of invertible R-modules together with their
homotopy equivalenes, and let Pi(R) denote the orresponding sheaf of invertible
parametrized R-modules. The gluing data for an R-haunt is therefore a 1-oyle c with
values in Pi(R), whih is to say a ompatible system cij of parametrized R-module
gluing funtions on the one-fold intersetions of the over. As we might guess from
the lassiation of ordinary haunts in proposition 2.8, R-haunts on X are lassied by
homotopy lasses of maps from X to B Pic(R).
An R-speter looks loally like a parametrized R-module, but has a global twist de-
termined by the R-haunt. Suh a twisted parametrized R-module an be presented as
follows: to desribe an R-speter for the R-haunt assoiated to a gluing funtion c for the
over {Ui} it sues to give a parametrized R-module fi on eah open set Ui together
with ompatible equivalenes between fi∧(R,Uij)cij and fj. Compare setion 2.2.2. There
is a lassiation of R-speters analogous to that of ordinary speters in proposition 2.16,
but we do not go into detail.
∼∼∼∼∼
In setion 3.2.1 we formulated haunts not as staks of ∞-ategories, but as diagrams
in the ategory of ∞-ategoriesor more preisely in the ategory sCat of simpliial
ategories. The diagram had the homotopy type of the base spae X , and the fun-
tor to sCat took objets to simpliial ategories weakly equivalent to the ategory
of spetra, and morphisms to weak equivalenes. A similar approah is possible for
R-haunts but it requires more work. Speially, let R-mod denote the ∞-ategory
of R-modules; this is an element of the ategory ∞-Cat of ∞-ategories. Now de-
ne (R-mod)-mod to be the subategory of ∞-Cat of modules over R-mod; in turn
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w((R-mod)-mod,R-mod) denotes the subategory of (R-mod)-mod of objets weakly
equivalent to R-mod, together with the (R-mod)-module weak equivalenes between
them. Finally, an R-haunt would be a funtor from an appropriate diagram homotopy
equivalent toX into w((R-mod)-mod,R-mod). The assoiated∞-ategory of R-speters
would be the homotopy limit of this funtor.
There is also a Thom spetrum approah to R-haunts and R-speters. Suppose an
R-haunt HR is lassied by the map hR : X → B Pic(R). The loop of this map ΩhR :
ΩX → Pic(R) lassies a bration η(hR) of invertible R-modules over ΩX ; (indeed, the
homotopy type of Pic(R) is Pic0(R)×BGL1(R) where Pic
0(R) denotes the equivalene
lasses of invertible R-modules, and GL1(R) denotes the R-module self-equivalenes of
R). This bration η(hR) is in partiular a parametrized spetrum and has an assoiated
total spetrum η(hR)/X whih we denote suggestively Th(η(hR)). This total spetrum
is an assoiative R-algebra and it enodes the struture of the R-haunt. An assoiated
R-speter is simply a Th(η(hR))-module, by whih we mean an R-module M together
with an appropriately ompatible ation Th(η(hR)) ∧R M →M .
4.2. R-Homology of Speters. We now desribe how to assoiate to haunts and
speters respetively R-haunts and R-speters and we disuss the basi onstrution
of speter invariants. There is a natural map S0-mod → R-mod from the ategory of
spetra to the ategory of R-modules, given by T 7→ T ∧S0 R. This is a map of rings and
it underlies the fundamental base-hange operation from speters to R-speters. Given
a haunt, that is a loally free rank-one moduleM over the stak of parametrized spetra
OX , we an form the tensor stak M⊗OX O
R
X where O
R
X is the stak of parametrized
R-modules. This tensor will be an R-haunt. (See Dunn [5℄ for a denition of tensoring
over ring ategories.) Any global setion P ∈ M(X) of M transforms to the setion
P ⊗R; we therefore have an R-speter assoiated to any ordinary speter.
In more down-to-earth terms, a haunt is presented by gluing together trivial bundles
using invertible parametrized S0-modules cij ; the gluing funtions for the assoiated R-
haunt are simply cij ∧R. Similarly, a speter is loally given by parametrized spetra fi
and the assoiated R-speter is presented by the parametrizedR-modules fi∧R. Impliit
here is the fat that the map S0-mod→ R-mod restrits to a map Pic(S0)→ Pic(R) of
Piard groups and this latter map deloops to a map B Pic(S0)→ B Pic(R) of lassifying
spaes. Thus we also have the purely homotopy-theoreti haraterization of the haunt
transformation, namely that the R-haunt assoiated to the haunt X → B Pic(S0) is
lassied by the omposite X → B Pic(S0)→ B Pic(R).
Remark 4.2. The map S0-mod → R-mod given by smashing with R makes sense for
any A∞ ring spetrum R. This map indues a map GL1(S
0) → GL1(R) and even
a map BGL1(S
0) → BGL1(R). However, in order to build the R-haunt assoiated
to an ordinary haunt, we need moreover a map B(Z × BGL1(S
0)) → B(Pic0(R) ×
BGL1(R)). Even barring the issue of what Pic
0(R) should mean, the spae BGL1(R)
annot deloop unless R is ommutative. This provides another indiation that in order
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to have R-homology invariants of speters, R must be a ommutative ring spetrum.
This ommutativity requirement on the generalized homology invariants might appear
surprising and like a uke of the formulation, but in fat it reets an essential aspet
of the mathematial struture; later on we will see that the slogan is `semi-innite
homotopy types only have ommutative generalized homology invariants'.
Given a speter P for the haunt H , we have "taken its R-homology" and produed
an R-speter PR for the R-haunt HR. The essential idea behind speter invariants
is that the struture of this R-haunt HR might be substantially simpler than that of
H . In partiular, if HR is trivializable, that is if the omposite X → B Pic(S
0) →
B Pic(R) is null homotopi, then any trivialization τ : HR
∼
−→ (X × R-mod) transforms
the R-speter PR into a parametrized R-module τ(PR). The assoiated total spetrum
τ(PR)/X represents a globalR-homotopy type for the speter P , even though P does not
itself have a global homotopy type. The homotopy groups of τ(PR)/X are what we might
all the R-homology groups of P , denoted Rτ∗(P ); these are the most straightforward
and most easily omputable invariants of speters. Note that these groups denitely do
depend on the trivialization τ , but this ambiguity an be identied and ontrolled.
Summary 4.3. Let P be a speter for the haunt H and suppose that τ is a trivialization
of the assoiated R-haunt HR. Then the R-homology groups of the speter P are dened
to be the homotopy groups of the total spetrum of the trivialization of the assoiated
R-speter PR:
Rτi (P ) := πi(τ(PR)/X)
The potential ambiguity in the trivialization of a trivializable R-haunt HR is governed
by the spae of automorphisms of the trivial R-haunt X × R-mod. More speially,
the spae of trivializations of HR is a torsor for Aut(X × R-mod) ≃ Hom(X,Pic(R)).
Homotopi trivializations τ and τ ′ determine the same invariants Rτ∗(P ) ≃ R
τ ′
∗ (P ), and
so we need only onsider the set of omponents of the spae of trivializations of HRthis
set of omponents is a torsor for [X,Pic(R)] = [X,Pic0(R)×BGL1R]. It often happens
that [X,BGL1R] has only one element; if X is onneted, the set of omponents of the
spae of trivializations is then a torsor for Pic0(R). In this situation, whih is to say when
we have a speter P for a haunt H with HR trivializable and [X,Pic(R)] = Pic
0(R), we
an desribe how the R-homology of P is aeted by a hange in trivialization as follows.
A given trivialization τ an be modied by an invertible R-module M ∈ Pic0(R) to the
trivialization M · τ , and we have
RM ·τ∗ (P ) = π∗((M · τ)(PR)/X) = π∗((τ(PR) ∧R M)/X) = π∗(τ(PR)/X ∧R M).
If the ring spetrum R is suh that the homotopy π∗(M) of an invertible module M is
projetive over R∗, then we onlude that R
M ·τ
∗ (P ) = R
τ
∗(P )⊗R∗π∗(M)in other words,
hanging the trivialization shifts the homology of P by the homotopy of an invertible R-
module. This shift ambiguity is always present; we think of a homology group determined
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up to suh a shift as uniquely determined and we ignore the τ -dependeny, writing simply
R∗(P ).
∼∼∼∼∼
To have homology invariants of a speter P over a haunt H , we need to nd a ring
spetrum R suh that the omposite X → B Pic(S0) → B Pic(R) is nullhomotopi.
As suh, we need a thorough understanding of the homotopy types of various B Pic(R)
and of the transformations B Pic(S0) → B Pic(R). We already noted that B Pic(R) ≃
B(Pic0(R) × BGL1(R)). By denition, GL1(R) onsists of the unit omponents of the
zero spae of the spetrum R, so its zero-th homotopy group is π0(R)
×
and its higher
homotopy agrees with that of R. Barring the issue of omputing Pic0(R), whih in
general is a diult problem, this allows us to write down the homotopy groups of
B Pic(R) in terms of those of R. These groups are listed for a few ommon ring spetra
in table 3.
Classifying Spae Homotopy Groups
i = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
B Pic(S0) Z Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/24 0 0 Z/2
B Pic(HZ) Z Z/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
B Pic(K) Z/2 Z/2 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
B Pic(MU) (Z) Z/2 0 Z 0 Z2 0 Z3
Table 3. The homotopy groups πi(B Pic(R)) of the lassifying spaes for
R-haunts.
The parenthetial group π1(B Pic(MU)) is onjetural. We now desribe three simple
examples of speters and their potential homology invariants. The rst speter has no
global homology type, the seond has a uniquely determined global homology type, and
the third has a global homology type that depends on the hoie of trivialization.
Example 4.4. Consider the speter desribed in example 2.10: the base spae is S1, the
haunt Ln has monodromy S
n
, and the speter T is Sn × D1 → D1 on one semiirle
and the one C(Sn ⊔S0)→ C(∗⊔ ∗) = D1 on the other semiirle. The lassifying map
of Ln represents n ∈ Z = π1(B Pic(S
0)); in partiular there is no global parametrized
spetrum orresponding to T and therefore no ordinary homotopy type. Moreover, the
map B(Pic(S0))→ B(Pic(HZ)) is an isomorphism on π1, so the homology haunt (Ln)HZ
is still nontrivial; orrespondingly, the homology speter THZ is not a parametrized HZ-
module and so T does not have homology invariants.
Example 4.5. Next onsider the speter from example 2.11: the base spae is S3, the
haunt L is the haunt determined by the equatorial transition funtion − ∧S2 (S
2⋊S2),
and the speter P is S0 × D3 on one hemisphere and C(S2⋊S2) on the other. On
the one hand, the lassifying map S3 → B Pic(S0) for L is nontrivial, representing
1 ∈ Z/2 = π3(B Pic(S
0)); on the other hand, there are no nontrivial HZ-haunts on S3
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and so LHZ is trivializable. Thus, even though the speter P has no global homotopy
type, it does have homology invariants. Moreover, Pic(HZ) has homotopy only in degrees
0 and 1, so the set of trivializations of LHZ, namely [S
3,Pic(HZ)] ∼= Pic0(HZ) = {ΣnHZ},
is as small as possible. The homology invariants of P are therefore uniquely determined
up to degree shift, that is up to tensoring with π∗(Σ
nHZ).
Let us alulate the homology H∗(P ) of the speter P . Roughly speaking, the spe-
trum HZ annot see the dierene between the transition funtions −∧S2 (S
2⋊S2) and
−∧S2 (S
2 × S2). As a result, the parametrized HZ-module PHZ is equivalent to the one
obtained by gluing together HZ×D3 and C(Σ2HZ×S2) using the map −∧S2 (S
2×S2).
By desuspending the seond hemisphere, this is in turn equivalent to the parametrized
HZ-module (HZ × D3) ∪S2 (C(HZ × S
2)). This last HZ-module is simply the redued
homology of S3; thus H∗(P ) is Z in a single degree and zero in all other degrees. We
will formalize this sort of omputation in a moment.
Example 4.6. Let P be the parametrized spetrum S0 × (S2 × S1) over S2 × S1. This
spetrum denes a speter for the trivial hauntH and as suh P has homology invariants.
However, there are two distint trivialization τ0 and τ1 of HHZ. They yield respetively
the parametrizedHZ-modules τ0(PHZ) = HZ×(S
2×S1) and τ1(PHZ) = HZ⋊(S
2×S1); this
last module exhibits a mobius transformation of the bre HZ along the S1 fator of the
base. The homology groups of these two trivializations are Hτ0∗ (P )
∼= {Z : Z : Z : Z} and
Hτ1∗ (P )
∼= {Z/2 : 0 : Z/2 : 0}. The dierene between these two groups is harateristi
of the ambiguity involved in HZ-speters on non-simply onneted base spaes. This
dependene on the trivialization indiates that HZ-speter invariants are not naturally
graded abelian groups but rather objets in a more subtle algebrai ategory.
Typially speters are onstruted by speifying parametrized spetra over the open
sets of a over; these parametrized spetra do not agree on the intersetions but instead
are glued together by the transition funtions of the haunt. This expliit loal presenta-
tion suggests a method for omputing speter invariants in terms of the loal homology
invariants of the dening parametrized spetra:
Proposition 4.7. Suppose H is a haunt, on a onneted spae X, whose assoiated
R-haunt HR admits a trivialization τ : HR
∼
−→ (X × R-mod). Let P be a speter for H
and let PR denote the assoiated R-speter. Then there is a "Mayer-Vietoris" spetral
sequene
E2pq = Hp(X ; πq(τ(PR)))⇒ R
τ
p+q(P ).
Here πq(τ(PR)) denotes the osheaf U 7→ πq((τ(PR)|U)/U).
Suppose {Ui} is a xed ontratible over of X, and let −∧Uij ρij be transition funtions
dening H. Suppose the speter P is presented by parametrized spetra Pi on Ui together
with identiations γij : Pi|Uij ∧Uij ρij
∼
−→ Pj|Uij . Then the above spetral sequene has
the form
E1pq =
⊕
i1<...<ip
Rq(Pi1|Ui1...ip )⇒ R
τ
p+q(P ).
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If the trivialization is given by automorphisms τi : (Ui × R-mod)
∼
−→ (Ui × R-mod)
appropriately ompatible with the R-haunt transition funtions (ρij)R = ρij ∧Uij R, then
the d1 dierential is given by the maps
Rq(Pi1|Ui1...ip )
(ιk)∗
−−→ Rq(Pi1 |Ui1...îk...ip
)
Rq(Pi1|Ui1...ip )
(ι1)∗◦(τi2 )
−1
∗ ◦(τi1 )∗−−−−−−−−−−−→ Rq(Pi2 |Ui2...ip )
Here ιk : Ui1...îk...ip → Ui1...ip and ι1 : Ui2...ip → Ui1...ip denote the inlusions.
The rst half of this proposition is just a statement, in ordinary parametrized ho-
motopy theory, about the parametrized spetrum τ(PR); it is not in itself partiularly
useful beause one must expressly identify τ(PR) in terms of the original speter P in
order to ompute the osheaf homology. The seond half is more expliit and addresses
the situation that atually arises with twisted parametrized spetra. In partiular, the
above E1 term does not depend on the trivialization τ and an be immediately omputed
in any given ase.
5. Polarized Hilbert Manifolds and Semi-Infinite Spetra
Thusfar our disussion has been purely topologial: the ategory of spetra has a
ompliated spae of automorphisms and it is natural to study bundles of ategories of
spetra and their assoiated setions, namely twisted parametrized spetra or "speters".
These bundles are, however, intimately onneted to the geometry of innite-dimensional
manifolds, and homotopy-theoreti invariants of suh manifolds often take the form of
twisted parametrized spetra. In the rst part of this setion, we desribe the relevant
geometry, namely real polarizations of real Hilbert bundles, and we show how a manifold
equipped with this struture gives rise to a bundle of ategories of spetra, that is to a
haunt. We also disuss a related struture, a "unitary" polarization and investigate the
invariants of speters for haunts assoiated to unitary polarizations; the resulting desrip-
tion of these invariants provides an extensive generalization of the Cohen-Jones-Segal
omplex-oriented Floer invariants [2℄. In the seond part of this setion, we introdue
a onjetural onstrution of the ategory of speters, for a given polarized bundle, in
terms of parametrized semi-innitely indexed spetra. Speially, instead of indexing
spetra on nite-dimensional subspaes of a ountably innite-dimensional vetor spae,
we introdue spetra indexed on the semi-innite subspaes of a Hilbert spae that
are ompatible with a xed polarization. A parametrized version of these semi-innite
spetra provides an expliit geometri viewpoint on the ategory of speters.
5.1. The Homotopy Theory of Polarized Bundles. We desribe four types of po-
larizations, namely real and omplex on a real Hilbert spae and real and omplex on a
omplex Hilbert spae, and disuss the homotopy types of the orresponding lassifying
spaesit turns out that there is no distintion between the two notions of polarization
on a omplex Hilbert spae. We then desribe polarized bundles and note that a real
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polarization on a real Hilbert bundle gives rise to a haunt. We onlude by investigat-
ing the speial lass of "unitary" polarized bundles, namely real polarizations of a real
bundle that lift to polarizations of a omplex bundle. In partiular we show that under
mild onditions, a speter for a unitary polarization admits HZ-, K-, andMU-homology
invariants.
5.1.1. Polarizations of Hilbert Spae. A nite dimensional vetor bundle on a spae X
is lassied by a map from X to the lassifying spae BO(n). The topology of the
lassifying spae is governed by the (non-trivial) topology of the orthogonal group O(n)
of automorphisms of Rn. By ontrast, the orthogonal group O(H) of Hilbert spae
is ontratible [15℄ and therefore the lassifying spae BO(H) arries no topologial
information; indeed, all Hilbert bundles on a given spae are isomorphi. In partiular,
if X is a Hilbert manifold, that is an innite-dimensional manifold whose tangent bundle
is a Hilbert bundle, then the tangent bundle of X arries no information at all about
the topology of X . The situation is not as bad as it might seem, however, beause many
naturally ourring innite-dimensional manifolds ome equipped with a polarization.
This polarization is a redution of the struture group of X from the orthogonal group
O(H) to the so-alled restrited orthogonal group O
res
(H). This latter group does have
an interesting topology, and so we an reover information about suh a polarized Hilbert
manifold X from its polarized tangent bundle.
There are various notions that go under the name "polarization" and we spend a
moment desribing and distinguishing them; referenes inlude [25, 27, 2℄ but the reader
is warned that the terminology and denitions in those papers disagree with one another
and at points with our treatment. We x an innite-dimensional separable real Hilbert
spae H. Morally, a polarization of H is an equivalene lass of deompositions V ⊕W of
H or HC = H⊗C arising from an eigenvalue deomposition of an appropriate operator
J : H → H. The subspaes V andW are sums of olletions of eigenspaes of J ; that the
polarization is an equivalene lass of deompositions rather than a single deomposition
reets an ambiguity over whether to assign ertain eigenspaes to V or to W . For
example, if J is a self-adjoint Fredholm operator, then the assoiated deompositions
V ⊕W are roughly those in whih V ontains almost all the eigenspaes for negative
eigenvalues of J and W ontains almost all the eigenspaes for positive eigenvalues of J .
If on the other hand J is a skew-adjoint Fredholm operator, then the deompositions are
those in whih V ontains almost all the eigenspaes for positive imaginary eigenvalues
and W ontains almost all the eigenspaes for negative imaginary eigenvalues.
In pratie many polarizations arise from self- and skew-adjoint Fredholm operators
as above, but we an simplify the denitions of polarizations if we restrit attention
to self- and skew-adjoint orthogonal isomorphisms. That is, suppose J : H → H is a
self-adjoint orthogonal isomorphism; in this ase, J2 = 1 and so H is split into the +1
and −1 eigenspaes V and V ⊥. Of ourse, any orthogonal deomposition arises as the
eigenvalue deomposition of suh an operator, and so deompositions H = V ⊕ V ⊥ are
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in one-to-one orrespondene with orthogonal operators J with J2 = 1. An equivalene
lass of suh deompositions denes a "real" polarization, as follows.
Denition 5.1. A real polarization on a real Hilbert spaeH is a olletion of orthogonal
deompositions {H = V ⊕ V ⊥} satisfying the following onditions:
• both V and V ⊥ are innite dimensional,
• for any two deompositions V ⊕V ⊥ andW⊕W⊥ in the olletion, the projetions
V → W and V ⊥ → W⊥ are Fredholm and the projetions V → W⊥ and
V ⊥ →W are Hilbert-Shmidt,
• any deomposition W ⊕ W⊥ satisfying the seond property with respet to a
deomposition V ⊕ V ⊥ in the olletion is in the olletion.
From now on, whenever we mention a deomposition of a Hilbert spae, we impliitly
assume that both fators of the deomposition are innite dimensional. Corresponding
to the above denition we have a restrited orthogonal group:
Denition 5.2. Let V ⊕ V ⊥ be a xed deomposition of the real Hilbert spae H. The
real restrited orthogonal group Or
res
(H) is the subgroup of the orthogonal group O(H)
of operators φ suh that φ(V )⊕ φ(V ⊥) is in the same real polarization lass as V ⊕ V ⊥.
Note that this is not the group that Pressley and Segal [25℄ refer to as the restrited
orthogonal group. Indeed we will see later that it has a radially dierent homotopy
type than their O
res
(H).
Note 5.3. The spae of real polarizations of a real Hilbert spae is the quotientO(H)/Or
res
(H).
Now by ontrast, suppose we had begun with a skew-adjoint orthogonal isomorphism
J : H → H; in this ase, J2 = −1 and so HC is deomposed into the +i and −i
eigenspaes W and W . Indeed, for any deomposition HC = W ⊕ W of HC into a
subspae W and its onjugate W , the following three onditions are equivalent:
• the deomposition is orthogonal with respet to the Hermitian metri 〈−,−〉 on
HC extending the inner produt on H,
• the subspaes W and W are isotropi with respet to the bilinear form (a, b) =
〈a, b〉 on HC,
• there is an orthogonal operator J : H → H with J2 = −1 having W and W as
its +i and −i eigenspaes respetively.
We refer to suh deompositions as "orthogonal". An equivalene lass of these orthog-
onal deompositions denes a "omplex" polarization:
Denition 5.4. A omplex polarization on a real Hilbert spae H is a olletion of
orthogonal deompositions {HC = W ⊕W} satisfying the same onditions as in def-
inition 5.1. Given a xed orthogonal deomposition W ⊕ W , the omplex restrited
orthogonal group Oc
res
(H) on the real Hilbert spae H is the subgroup of O(H) of oper-
ators φ suh that φ(W )⊕ φ(W ) is in the same omplex polarization lass as W ⊕W .
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This omplex restrited orthogonal group is what Pressley and Segal [25℄ refer to as
O
res
(H).
Note 5.5. The spae of omplex polarizations of a real Hilbert spae is the quotient
O(H)/Oc
res
(H).
There is yet another notion that goes under the name polarization. Let H now be a
omplex Hilbert spae. Suppose J : H → H is a self-adjoint unitary operator; then J2 =
1 and H is deomposed into +1 and −1 eigenspaes. Two suh deompositions V ⊕ V ⊥
and W ⊕W⊥ are onsidered equivalent if, as in denition 5.1, the projetions V → W
and V ⊥ → W⊥ are Fredholm and the other two projetions are Hilbert-Shmidt. An
equivalene lass of these deompositions denes a polarization of the omplex Hilbert
spae H; the group of unitary operators preserving suh a polarization is alled U
res
(H)
and the spae of suh polarizations is U(H)/U
res
(H). Similarly if J is skew-adjoint
unitary, then J2 = −1 and H is deomposed into +i and −i eigenspaes. Equivalene
lasses of these deompositions also give a notion of polarization, but beause H is
omplex there is a one-to-one orrespondene between self- and skew-adjoint unitary
operators and the two notions of polarization oinide. This orrespondene, whih in a
sense enodes the two-fold omplex Bott periodiity, an obsure the distintion between
the two notions in the real ase.
We briey disuss the homotopy types of these various spaes of polarizations. As
above, the real restrited orthogonal group Or
res
(H) of a real Hilbert spae is the spae of
orthogonal operators φ : H → H suh that the projetions φ(V )→ V and φ(V ⊥)→ V ⊥
are Fredholm and the projetions φ(V )→ V ⊥ and φ(V ⊥)→ V are Hilbert-Shmidt, for
a xed deomposition V ⊕V ⊥. Suppose that we have hosen φ|V suh that φ(V )→ V is
Fredholm and φ(V ) → V ⊥ is Hilbert-Shmidt. Then the subspae φ(V ⊥) is neessarily
φ(V )⊥ and we an hose φ|V ⊥ to be any orthogonal isomorphism V
⊥
∼=
−→ φ(V )⊥the
spae of suh hoies is of ourse ontratible. Speifying φ|V amounts to hoosing a Fred-
holm map V → V and a Hilbert-Shmidt map V → V ⊥. The spae of Hilbert-Shmidt
operators is ontratible and so Or
res
(H) has the homotopy type of the spae of Fredholm
operators, namely Z× BO. The assoiated spae of polarizations O(H)/Or
res
(H) there-
fore has the homotopy type B(Z × BO) ≃ U/O. By ontrast, Pressley and Segal [25℄
show that Oc
res
(H) has the homotopy type O/U ≃ ΩO and so the spae of polarizations
O(H)/Oc
res
(H) has the homotopy type B(O/U) ≃ B(ΩO) ≃ O. When H is a omplex
Hilbert spae, the restrited group U
res
(H) has the homotopy type Z×BU and the spae
of polarizations is U(H)/U
res
(H) ≃ B(Z×BU) ≃ B(ΩU) ≃ U . The homotopy types of
these various spaes of polarizations are summarized in table 4.
We will be primarily onerned with real polarizations of real Hilbert spaes and unless
otherwise indiated, "polarization" will refer to this notion.
5.1.2. Real Polarizations and Haunts. A priori a Hilbert bundle E on a spae X is las-
sied by a map X → BO(H)of ourse this map ontains no topologial information.
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Polarization Type Struture Group Classifying Spae
real on HR O
r
res
≃ Z× BO B(Z× BO) ≃ U/O
omplex on HR O
c
res
≃ ΩO B(ΩO) ≃ O
real on HC Ures ≃ Z× BU B(Z×BU) ≃ U
omplex on HC Ures ≃ ΩU B(ΩU) ≃ U
Table 4. The homotopy types of the lassifying spaes for polarizations.
To give a polarization of this bundle is to speify, ontinuously in X , a polarization on
eah bre of E:
Denition 5.6. A polarization of the Hilbert bundle E on the spae X is a redution
of the struture group of E from O(H) to Or
res
(H). In other words it is a lift of the
lassifying map X → BO(H) to a map X → BOr
res
(H).
As there is no harm in doing so, we usually think of a polarization on the Hilbert bundle
E simply as a map X → BOr
res
(H) ≃ B(Z×BO). A polarization of a Hilbert manifold
is simply a polarization of its (trivial) tangent bundle. The fundamental link between
the geometry of polarizations and twisted parametrized stable homotopy theory is the
assoiation {
Polarized Hilbert
bundles on X
}
 
{
Haunts
on X
}
This assoiation is determined by omposing the lassifying map X → B(Z×BO) of the
polarized bundle with the deloop of the J-homomorphism B(Z×BO)
BJ
−−→ B(Z×BG) =
B(Z×BGL1(S
0)).
The basi philosophy behind this orrespondene is that geometri strutures on
innite dimensional manifolds are intimately onneted with polarizations and that
homotopy-theoreti information about these strutures an be enoded in twisted parametrized
spetra for the haunt assoiated to the polarization. The spei nature of this onne-
tion will be the subjet of future work with Mike Hopkins [3℄ and Ciprian Manolesu [4℄.
Here we reord a few illustrative examples of polarized manifolds and their assoiated
haunts.
There are two widely utilized soures of polarized manifolds: the rst is loop spaes of
sympleti and almost omplex manifolds, and the seond is moduli spaes of onnetions
in gauge theorysee for example [2℄. We disuss the rst soure of examples. Given
a sympleti manifold M , a hoie of metri determines an almost omplex struture
M
c
−→ BU(n) on the tangent bundle of M . The loop of this lassifying map, or indeed
of the lassifying map for any almost omplex manifold, an be used to determine a
polarization on LM :
LM
Lc
−→ LBU(n)→ ΩBU(n)→ ΩBU ≃ U → U/O ≃ B(Z× BO)
This polarization and its assoiated haunt an be highly nontrivial.
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Example 5.7. Let S6 have its usual almost omplex struture. The haunt assoiated to
the resulting polarization of the loop spae LS6 is nontrivial. Indeed, the lassifying
map
LS6 → U → U/O → B(Z× BG)
for this haunt restrits on S5 →֒ LS6 to a generator of π5(B(Z × BG)) = π3(S
0) =
Z/24. To see this, note that beause π4(S
3) = Z/2, the Hurewiz map π6(BSU(3)) →
H6(BSU(3)) is multipliation by 2. Beause the Euler harateristi of S
6
is 2, this
implies that the almost omplex struture S6 → BSU(3) is a generator of π6(BSU(3)) ∼=
π6(BSU). The loop LS
6 → LBU of this almost omplex struture therefore indues an
isomorphism on π5 and the laim follows:
π5(LS
6) // π5(LBU) // π5(U) // π5(U/O) // π5(B(Z× BG))
Z
∼= // Z
∼= // Z
∼= // Z // // Z/24
A speter for the resulting anonial haunt on LS6 will have no global homotopy type.
We will see in a moment though that any suh speter has HZ-, K-, and MU-homology
invariants.
5.1.3. Unitary Polarizations and Speter Invariants. Many examples of polarized man-
ifolds have the property that the polarization map X → U/O fators through a map
X → U ; (this is true for instane of example 5.7 above). As we saw earlier, the stable
unitary group U lassies polarizations on omplex Hilbert bundles E. The projetion
map U → U/O orresponds to viewing a polarization of E as a real polarization of the
underlying real Hilbert bundle ER; (similarly, the inlusion map U → O orresponds to
viewing the polarization of E as a omplex polarization of the underlying real Hilbert
bundle ER). For lak of better terminology, we say that a real polarization X → U/O of
a real Hilbert bundle is unitary if it lifts to a polarization X → U of a omplex Hilbert
bundle.
Haunts assoiated to unitary polarizations are muh better behaved than arbitrary
haunts in a sense we now desribe, and as a result their speters have a muh simplied
invariant theory. Suppose X → U → U/O is the lassifying map for a unitary polar-
ization. The assoiated haunt H has a orresponding HZ-haunt HHZ lassied by the
omposite
X → U → U/O → B(Z× BG)→ B(Z×BZ/2) ≃ BZ×B2Z/2.
The homology group H2(U ;Z/2) is zero, so this omposite fators through BZ. Let
q ∈ Z denote the smallest nonzero integer in the image of H1(X ;Z)→ H1(BZ;Z), and
suppose T is a speter for the haunt H on X . The haunt HHZ is nontrivial; thus THZ
does not have the form of a parametrized HZ-module and so has no assoiated global
HZ-module, therefore no orresponding hain omplex and no homology groups, per se.
There is nevertheless a Z/q-graded hain omplex assoiated to THZ and therefore T has
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Z/q-graded homology groups for invariants. This fat niely explains the idea (by now
prevalent in the literature) that semi-innite and Floer homology theories are naturally
graded not by the integers but by nite yli groups.
If the unitary polarization X → U → U/O is trivial on H1, we have a more omplete
desription of the orresponding haunt and its assoiated invariants:
Proposition 5.8. Let X be a spae having the homotopy type of a nite CW omplex and
let E be a Hilbert bundle on X equipped with a unitary polarization X → U → U/O.
Suppose the indued map H1(U ;Z) → H1(X ;Z) is zero. Then any speter for the
haunt H assoiated to the polarized bundle E admits global HZ-, K-, and MU-homology
invariants.
Proof. Beause of the H1 ondition, the lassifying map for the polarization fators
through SU , and beause X is homotopy nite, this map in turn fators through some
SU(n). The haunt H is therefore lassied by a map X → SU(n) → B(Z × BG).
Let R denote one of the spetra HZ, K, or MU . The R-haunt HR is lassied by
the omposition X → SU(n) → B(Z × BG) = B Pic(S0) → B Pic(R). It is not
of ourse the ase that the map B Pic(S0) → B Pic(R) is null, but the omposition
SU(n) → B Pic(S0) → B Pic(R) will be null for the spetra R in question. This
we an see by onsidering the map from the Atiyah-Hirzebruh spetral sequene for
B Pic(S0)∗(SU(n)) to the Atiyah-Hirzebruh spetral sequene for B Pic(R)∗(SU(n)).
If for example R = K and n = 3 the map of E2 terms is as follows:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 Z 0 0 Z 0 Z 0 0 Z Z/2 0 0 Z/2 0 Z/2 0 0 Z/2
2 Z/2 0 0 Z/2 0 Z/2 0 0 Z/2 Z/2 0 0 Z/2 0 Z/2 0 0 Z/2
3 Z/2 0 0 Z/2 0 Z/2 0 0 Z/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 Z/2 0 0 Z/2 0 Z/2 0 0 Z/2 −→ Z 0 0 Z 0 Z 0 0 Z
5 Z/24 0 0 Z/24 0 Z/24 0 0 Z/24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Z 0 0 Z 0 Z 0 0 Z
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 Z/2 0 0 Z/2 0 Z/2 0 0 Z/2 Z 0 0 Z 0 Z 0 0 Z
Total degree zero terms are boxed. The map is neessarily zero at E2 in total degree
zero and therefore B Pic(S0)0(SU(3))→ B Pic(K)0(SU(3)) is zero. The ases of HZ and
MU and of other n are similar. We therefore onlude that the R-haunt X → B Pic(R)
is trivializable and so any orresponding speter has R-homology invariants. 
The proposition says that for a large lass of polarized manifolds, the assoiated
semi-innite homotopy types, namely the speters, will have homology, K-theory, and
omplex bordism invariants. This provides an explanation of and a substantial general-
ization of the remark in Cohen-Jones-Segal [2℄ that trivially polarized manifolds should
have semi-innite homology, K-theory, and omplex bordism invariants.
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5.2. Semi-Innitely Indexed Spetra. In setion 5.1.2 we saw that the lassifying
spae for polarizations maps to the lassifying spae for haunts; any polarized bundle
therefore has an assoiated haunt and a orresponding ategory of speters. In this
setion we will sketh, using a notion of parametrized semi-innitely indexed spetra,
a onjetural realization of this ategory of speters in terms of the geometry of the
polarized bundle.
We begin by dening (non-parametrized) semi-innitely indexed spetra. Classially
a prespetrum E is presented by speifying a spae E(Rn) for eah integer n together
with appropriate struture maps. This notion naturally evolved (in work of May and
ompany [22, 17℄) into that of oordinate free prespetra; a oordinate free prespe-
trum is presented by giving a spae E(V ) for every nite dimensional subspae V of a
xed ountably-innite dimensional inner produt spae R
∞
, together with appropriate
struture maps ΣW−VE(V ) → E(W ) for eah inlusion V ⊂ W . A prespetrum is
a spetrum if the adjoint struture maps E(V ) → ΩW−VE(W ) are homeomorphisms.
Suh a spetrum has the property that if V andW have the same dimension, then E(V )
and E(W ) are homeomorphi, and moreover E(V ) varies ontinuously with V . This
an be seen by noting that for any ompat family {Vt} of nite-dimensional subspaes
of R∞, there is a nite-dimensional subspae W suh that W ontains all the subspaes
of the family; the spaes E(Vt) are therefore determined as Ω
W−VtE(W ), whih is evi-
dently a ontinuous family. Later on, Elmendorf [10℄ inluded as part of the denition
of a spetrum the requirement that the spaes E(V ) vary ontinuously in V .
The fundamental idea behind semi-innitely indexed spetra is that the natural sub-
spaes of a polarized Hilbert spae H are not the nite dimensional subspaes but the
"negative energy" or "semi-innite" subspaes, that is the subspaes V suh that V ⊕V ⊥
is a deomposition of H in the given polarization lass. A semi-innitely indexed spe-
trum is then roughly an assignment of a spae E(V ) to eah suh semi-innite V , together
with appropriate struture maps. It is not the ase that given a ompat family {Vt}
of semi-innite subspaes, there exists a semi-innite subspae W ontaining all the Vt;
indeed, there exist deompositions V ⊕ V ⊥ and W ⊕W⊥ in the same polarization lass
suh that V and W span the whole Hilbert spae H. As suh, it is important that we
impose a ontinuity ondition on the spaes E(V )we do so roughly along the lines
of [10℄ and we thank Mike Hopkins for bringing that referene to our attention.
Denition 5.9. Let X be a spae together with a distinguished subset X(2) of X2 and a
nite dimensional vetor bundle γ onX(2). DeneX(3) to be {(a, b, c) ∈ X3|(a, b), (a, c), (b, c) ∈
X(2)}. Let p12, p13, and p23 denote the projetions X
(3) → X(2) to the indiated fators,
and similarly denote by p1, p2, and p3 the projetions X
(3) → X. Suppose there is an
identiation p∗13γ = p
∗
12γ ⊕ p
∗
23γ. Then an X-prespetrum is a bundle T on X together
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with a map σ : Sγ ∧X(2) p
∗
1T → p
∗
2T suh that the diagram
Sp
∗
23γ ∧X(3) S
p∗12γ ∧X(3) p
∗
1T

Sp
∗
13γ ∧X(3) p
∗
1T

Sp
∗
23γ ∧X(3) p
∗
2T
// p∗3T
ommutes. This data forms an X-spetrum if the adjoint of σ is a homeomorphism.
Suppose H is equipped with a xed polarization. Let Gr
res
(H) denote the grassman-
nian of deompositions V ⊕ V ⊥ in the polarization lass. The spae Gr
(2)
res
(H) is the set
of pairs of deompositions (V ⊕V ⊥,W ⊕W⊥) suh that V ⊂W , and the vetor bundle
γ is the orthogonal omplement V ⊥W .
Denition 5.10. A semi-innitely indexed (pre)spetrum, or "semi-innite (pre)spetrum"
for short, is a Gr
res
(H)-(pre)spetrum.
We bother with the abstrat denition 5.9 beause it failitates omparisons between
X-spetra as X varies. In partiular, x a deomposition H = H− ⊕H+ in the polar-
ization lass and let Gr(H+) denote the grassmannian of nite dimensional subspaes of
H+. We will refer to Gr(H+)-spetra as Hilbert spetra. Furthermore, denote by R∞ a
ountably-innite-dimensional dense subspae of H+ and let Gr(R∞) be the grassman-
nian of nite dimensional subspaes of R∞. We now have natural restrition maps
Gr
res
(H)-spetra→ Gr(H+)-spetra
(V ⊂ H E(V )) 7→ (W ⊂ H+  E(H− ⊕W ))
Gr(H+)-spetra→ Gr(R∞)-spetra
(W ⊂ H+  F (W )) 7→ (U ⊂ R∞  F (U))
A detailed treatment of the theory of semi-innitely indexed spetra and their rela-
tionship to ordinary spetra will appear elsewherein partiular one must onstrut a
semi-innite spetriation funtor and semi-innite sphere spetra (leading to a semi-
innite notion of stable weak equivalene) and one must build left adjoints to the two
restrition maps above. For now we leave as a onjeture the following:
Conjeture 5.11. There is a notion of weak equivalene of semi-innite spetra and a
notion of weak equivalene of Hilbert spetra suh that the above restrition map from
Gr
res
(H)-spetra to Gr(H+)-spetra indues an equivalene of (simpliial) homotopy
ategories. Similarly the restrition map from Gr(H+)-spetra to Gr(R∞)-spetra in-
dues an equivalene of homotopy ategories.
∼∼∼∼∼
Parametrized semi-innite spetra are no more diult to dene than semi-innite
spetra. The idea of parametrized universes (of the ountably-innite variety) for spe-
tra rst appeared in Elmendorf [10℄. Though we were not aware of this referene during
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our development of parametrized semi-innite spetra, it is a very lean presentation of
the lassial ase and we follow it in spirit. Elmendorf's real insight was not so muh
the use of parametrized universes, per se, as the realization that one ould build a at-
egory of spetra on all (parametrized) universes at one and that this larger ategory
was substantially better than the ategory of spetra indexed on a single universe. Un-
fortunately, basi fats about ountably-innite universes that made this possible fail to
be true of semi-innite universes, and so we neessarily shy aware from this aspet of
Elmendorf's treatment.
Let E be a polarized Hilbert bundle on a spae X . The restrited grassmannian
Gr
res
(E) of this bundle is the spae of semi-innite subspaes V of bres Ep, p ∈ X , of
E; that is, the subspaes V are suh that V ⊕V ⊥ is a deomposition in the polarization
lass of Ep. The spae of pairs Gr
(2)
res
(E) and the nite-dimensional bundle γ are dened
as before. We immediately have
Denition 5.12. A parametrized semi-innite spetrum for the polarized bundle E is
a Gr
res
(E)-spetrum.
Granting onjeture 5.11, the laim is quite simply that the ategory of parametrized
semi-innite spetra for the polarized Hilbert bundle E on the spae X is homotopi-
ally equivalent to the ategory of speters (twisted parametrized spetra) for the haunt
on X assoiated to the polarized bundle. Thereby, semi-innite spetra provide a geo-
metri realization of the homotopy-theoreti orrespondene, via the lassifying map
B(Z×BO)→ B(Z× BG), between polarizations and haunts.
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